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Summary
In this thesis we present two related aspects for studying the performance of an 
Earth Observation service provided by small satellites. The first part of the thesis 
explores the problem of predicting precise timings for when a LEO satellite will be 
above a given target on the ground. We present a new algorithm for LEO satellite 
orbit prediction -  FPSCA (Fast Prediction of Satellite Closest Approach) which 
is suitable for satellite nadir tracking with respect to specific ground targets for 
imaging and communications. We demonstrate that this method is at least 220 
times faster than the conventional approach. The new algorithm not only takes 
account of secular perturbations but also atmospheric drag and periodic variations 
along the orbit. The algorithm has been designed to run on the satellite so that 
the satellite can continuously determine an imaging schedule with asynchronous 
requests from multiple ground users. It also provides a capability for long-term 
orbit prediction to high level of accuracy.
The second part of this thesis introduces the application of queueing theory to 
model the behaviour of small satellite providing a multi-user imaging service, 
of user defined ground target. This service has been analysed in terms of two 
queues -  an image capture queue and an image download queue. As an extention 
of M/M/1 queue, we develop a new model which can be used to successfully 
analyse the image capture queue with a peak probability for a steady state number 
of requests to always reside in the queue. We also generalise M/M /1  queue to 
M /G /l where the general output distribution is expressed in terms of orthogonal 
basis functions, the first of which degenerates to M/M/1. We prove that such 
queues are invertible, so that given the probability distribution of queue lengths 
we can solve for the service rate distribution required. Finally we show that the 
image download queue can be modelled in terms of a batch queue.
Key words: orbit determination, imaging prediction, epicycle motion, small
satellite, low Earth orbit, rise and set time, imaging service, queueing theory
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Space technology is evolving towards two extremes that on one hand, government 
is investing heavily into both civil and military applications with the budget con­
sideration into lower priority compared with their performance, while on the 
other hand, more and more low cost systems are being proposed and designed 
which are mainly for the purpose of commercial utilizations of space. Typical ex­
amples in the latter class include systems such as GANDER[35], which operates 
a constellation of 16 small satellites that will orbit the Earth in rapid succession 
observing sea surface winds and wave heights so that ships at sea can be con­
stantly updated on the sea conditions around them, ESAT[41], which consists of 
a 6 enhanced micro satellite constellation targeted at the reading of gas and elec­
tric utility meters in remote area of the globe for Global Energy Metering Service 
(GEMS), and a proposed 7-small-satellite constellation to deliver global frequent 
national disaster monitoring [32] [33]. There have been a lot of innovations in 
the fields of system integration, payload design, adoption of off-the-shelf com­
ponents and launching technology which bring implementation of these systems 
into reality. However there still exist some other areas which need further ana­
lysis. Among them, greater operability or autonomy and more service operation 
analysis are required urgently. The fundamental difference in operability and op-
1
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eration analysis between above commercial systems and traditional governmental 
and military systems is the former favours low-cost solutions.
Traditionally, tele-operated satellites include some automated functions both 
on board and in the ground segment of operations. These functions support or­
bit/attitude control, housekeeping, operation modelling and data handling throughout 
the mission. Compared with these traditional satellites, low-cost commercial sys­
tems require more flexibility in operation and better algorithms or methodology 
to perform or even enhance the functionality on platforms with limited resources.
For example, traditional satellites have huge ground stations for the mission con­
trol, while these new systems provide commercial services which will favour dis­
tributed control via low-cost ground stations and mobile terminals. For users 
who don’t own these direct control units, they will be able to access the service 
via some public communication network. Another difference between traditional 
and new commercial systems, is the fact that the latter adopt operation ana­
lysis more commonly both in early design phase and throughout the mission’s 
lifetime. Service operation analysis has been applied to a lot of fields such as 
telephony and communication network traffic modelling. The reason why tradi­
tional space systems don’t appear to adopt this methodology, is they either have 
only dedicated users such as military and intelligence missions, or, users don’t 
have instant interaction with the spacecraft - for example, for traditional remote 
sensing satellites, most of the time user only acquire data from databases instead 
of requesting satellites to take images from them. Of course, there could be some 
operation analysis involving conventional communication satellites, but in that 
case, the satellites are generally in Geostationary Earth Orbit and therefore the 
service modelling is much simpler than applications mentioned previously.
It is the above requirements in low-cost systems providing commercial service 
that inspire this research work and we hope the contents detailed in subsequent 
chapters can help implement higher-level operability and also contribute to service 
operation analysis in these systems.
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For the  purpose of realization of the higher-level operation flexibility and 
enhanced autonomy in bo th  space and ground segments, satellite orbital inform­
ation is always very pivotal because it is related to  some critical operations dir­
ectly, e.g. power m anagem ent, im aging tim e planning, communication planning 
and so on. There are three m ain applications for orbit prediction associated with 
the operation autonomy or operability. The first one is on-board orbit propaga­
tion for autonomous maneuver planning or housekeeping, e.g. efficient power 
m anagem ent for some power hungry applications such as communications and 
imaging. The second one is user controlled E arth  observation d a ta  acquisition 
system which can provide rem ote users w ith control for image capture by the 
world wide Internet, and obtain the captured images through the email system. 
The th ird  one is routine orbit prediction for system m aintenance and operation 
planning by ground segments in both  m ain ground station and low-cost personal 
mobile term inal. On the other hand, orbit prediction also plays a central role in 
operation simulation utilised in service operation analysis.
In these applications, the prediction of two param eters are of particular in­
terest. The first one is the tim e of maxim um  elevation of the satellite respect to  a 
ground ta rge t and the second is the  rise-and-set tim e over a ground segment which 
could either be a ground station  or a mobile term inal. Traditional algorithm s to 
predict these param eters employ a “hill-climbing” technique to  propagate the 
orbit. Obviously the com putational tim e for these m ethods is proportional to 
the length of the prediction period and the required accuracy of the determ ined 
time. For operation planning carried out from a single ground station, th is pro­
portionally increasing complexity may not be a critical problem because 1) the 
com puter in the main ground sta tion  would be very powerful; 2) it is not ne­
cessary to  have near-instant ou tpu t for operation planing. These assum ptions or 
conditions, however, do not hold for other cases mentioned above: the  com puta­
tional resources for on-board com puter and low-cost ground personal term inal is 
very limited; remote users, when running Internet based orbit prediction, could
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not handle long-time prediction while on-line. All of these factors require a fast 
analytical method for orbit prediction accurate over long time periods.
The first contribution of this work is a new method combined with a fur­
ther development of Escobal5s[l] controlling equation and an Epicycle model of 
a satellite orbit[29]. This new method can handle not only the multiple Earth 
perturbations but also the atmospheric drag effect. It is much faster than tra­
ditional “hill climbing” methods. This method and its extension are capable of 
determining both the maximum elevation angle time with respect to a specific 
ground target, for the purpose of imaging time prediction and corresponding 
camera exposure control, and the rise-and-set time for communication and image 
download.
The second part of this work is more closely related to service operation 
analysis. By analysing such a service, it is hoped to provide the information such 
as service performance, on-board resource status and key parameters for system 
optimisation before the spacecraft is designed, launched and put into service. 
As a routine maintenance task, this kind of operation analysis is also needed 
throughout the whole lifetime of a mission. The traditional way to perform 
operation analysis is therefore operation simulation, it is still the most commonly 
used technique in complicated practical systems.
Apart from simulation techniques and actual building of prototypes, which is 
certainly not an option in our application, queueing analysis or queueing theory 
is another powerful tool. Queueing theory originated as a very practical subject. 
Much of the early work was motivated by problems concerning telephone traffic. 
Erlang, in particular, made many important early contributions to this field. 
After World War II, especially in 1950’s, activity in the fields of operation research 
and probability theory grew rapidly. But its popularity did not centre so much 
around its applications as around its mathematical aspects. During this time, 
it became clear that solutions were achievable for many mathematical problems 
associated with specific practical queueing models. At this time the study of
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queueing theory revolved around ‘solutions looking for a problem’ instead of from 
’problems looking for solutions’. Now, this theory has spanned a wide spectrum 
of areas, ranging from the general applications of studying bank tellers, and 
transportation, to the analysis of the performance of communication networks.
In this research work, we have applied this old theory to a new area - a 
commercial imaging service using small satellites. The introduction of queueing 
theory into this application is mainly inspired from the shortcomings of using 
operation simulation, namely, huge computational complexity that arises when 
the operation spans a long period. Especially in the design phase, such operation 
analyses need to be performed over and over with the variation of parameters. 
Even by utilising the fast orbit prediction algorithm proposed in the first part of 
this thesis, the whole process may still need considerable computational power.
We have broken down the satellite imaging service operation into two phases: 
the first one is called imaging phase, it starts when a user sends a request to the 
satellite and terminates when the image is taken. The second phase, which is 
called downloading phase, starts from the image capture, the time an image is 
stored in the onboard RAM disk, and terminates when the image is downloaded 
to the ground. Unlike other common queueing systems where the service is in 
general continuous, our application suffers regular idle periods when the satellite 
is either not above the target to be imaged or not visible from the ground-station 
for image download. The distribution and duration of such idle periods are the 
subject of complicated orbital-dynamics. In order to simplify the queueing mod­
els, we treat these idle times as part of the service time. In this research work, 
mainly three queueing models are attempted to fit into the application: M/M/1, 
M /G /l and M /G x/1 . The reason why only these models are selected is due 
to the consideration that significant simplicity, compared with operation simula­
tion, is favoured. Extensions to using M/M /1  and M /G x/1  are proposed which 
can provide better approximations of the first and the second phase respectively 
than traditional queueing models. Some basic service parameters, such as queue
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length distribution, mean service occupation and mean service waiting time, can 
thereby be calculated. All results presented are compared with that from op­
eration simulation. Limitation and constraints of using queueing theory in this 
application are also discussed. As a conclusion of this research work, it is shown 
that queueing theory will be appropriate for the early stage performance analysis 
and can provide some basic performance parameters, while operation simulation 
can be treated as a refinement and a method capable of providing more complete 
solutions that will certainly take much longer time.
The whole thesis is organised into 10 chapters. Chapter 2 gives an overview 
of low-cost small satellites and their applications. Chapters 3 to 6 present the 
work on the fast orbit prediction algorithm developed. This begins with the 
fundamentals of orbital mechanics in Chapter 3. In Chapter 4, background in­
formation on the controlling equation and its further developments are explained. 
In Chapter 5, a new powerful method for satellite pass prediction is presented 
and test results shown in Chapter 6 . The second part of the thesis talks about the 
application of queueing theory to the satellite imaging service analysis. Firstly, 
in Chapter 7, background of queueing theory is introduced. This is followed by 
a detailed analysis for image capture phase and the image download phase in 
Chapter 8 and Chapter 9 respectively. Finally, in Chapter 10, we set out our 
conclusions and lay out some future work.
Chapter 2
Small Satellite M issions
2.1 Affordable and Fast A ccess to  Space —  A  
Global Trend
Small satellites have literally been around since the dawn of the Space Age. But 
the success of trunk communications via satellite, civil/military observation of 
the Earth with highly complicated optical/mechanical mechanisms, coupled with 
manned exploration of space forced the space industry towards ever larger and 
more expensive missions. Small, cheap satellites used to be the exclusive domain 
of scientific and amateur groups. Now major advances in microelectronics, in 
particular microprocessors and nanotechnology, have made smaller satellites a 
viable alternative. They provide cost-effective solutions to traditional problems 
at a time when space budgets are largely decreasing.
Surrey Satellite Technology Ltd (SSTL) at the University of Surrey (UK) 
is famous for its cost-effective satellite engineering techniques which provide 
smaller, faster, cheaper and multi-functional satellites[4]. So far SSTL has de­
signed, built, launched and operated a series of twenty 50kg microsatellites in 
low Earth orbit which carry a wide range of satellite communications [3] [42] [46], 
space science [5] [43] [45], Earth observation and in-orbit technology demonstra-
7
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tion payloads[6][7][47] for both civil and military applications. Each of these have 
been built and launched for around $3M. On the other hand, SSTL launched one 
300kg minisatellite for advanced applications including high resolution multi- 
spectral imaging, high data-rate communication and other cutting-edge experi­
mental payloads. SSTL also designed and launched the first nano-satellite with 
mass less than 7kg. The success with this tiny but advanced platform validated 
and demonstrated the modular COTS nanosatellite technology[89]. Details of 
these satellites are listed in table(2.1).
2.2 Small Satellite for Com m unications
The main application for small satellite communication is digital store-and-forward 
messaging[44]. It is a method for non-real-time communication of digital inform­
ation. The work-flow of such a system is: the originating ground station sends a 
digitised message to the LEO satellite, the satellite stores the message in an on­
board storage system, and the destination ground station later retrieves the mes­
sage. Between the storage and retrieval of the message, the LEO satellite moves 
around its orbit and the Earth rotates by itself. These movements change the 
satellite’s communications footprint, bringing it to different areas of the Earth, 
therefore the satellite physically carrying the message from one ground station 
to the other.
These techniques have been implemented and demonstrated on several SSTL 
small satellites, see table(2.1). More importantly, this technology will soon have 
more complicated applications for industry in the near future: a contract has 
been signed between DBS Industries Inc (DBSI) USA and SSTL for a constella­
tion of satellites (E-SAT) to target hard-to-locate utility meters(such as gas and 
electricity) and other fixed assets first in the United States and then, as operating 
permits are obtained, in other countries around the world. Low-power transmit­
ters utilising Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) technology, will transmit
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Mission Name Launch.
Date
Status Primary Payload Customer
UoSAT-1 1981 decayed
1989
technology demonstration & 
research
UoS
UoSAT-2 1984 operational S&F communications & re­
search
UoS
UoSAT-3 1990 operational S&F communications 
(HealthNet)
SatelLife
UoSAT-4 1990 non-
operational
technology demonstration DRA, 
ESA |
UoSAT-5 1991 operational S&F communications, Earth 
observation & science
UoS,
DRA
KITS AT-1 1992 operational S&F communications, Earth 
observation and science
Korea
S80/T 1992 operational LEO communication research CNES
PoSAT-1 1993 operational S&F communications, Earth 
observation and science
Portugal
HealthSat-2 1993 operational S&F communications 
(Healthnet)
SatelLife
KITSAT-2 1993 operational S&F communications, Earth 
observation and science
Korea
Cerise 1995 operational military (classified) MoD
France
FASat-Alfa 1995 non-
operational
S&F communications, Earth 
observation and science
Chile
FASat-Bravo 1998 operational S&F communications, Earth 
observation and science
Chile
TMSat 1998 operational S&F communications, Earth 
observation and science
Thailand
UoSat-12 1999 operational S&F communications, Earth 
observation and science
UoS
Clementine 1999 operational military MoD
France
TiungSat-1 2000 operational S&F Communications, Earth 
observation and science
Malaysia
PICOSAT 2000 operational military U.S. Air­
force
Tsinghua-1 2000 operational First satellite in a 7-satellite 
constellation for global dis­
aster monitoring
Tsinghua
Uni­
versity,
China
Snap-1 2000 operational First nanosatellite for experi­
ment & demonstration
SSTL
Table 2 .1: Review of SSTL microsatellite in space
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usage, safety and other messages to satellites circling the globe in near-polar 
orbit.
There are several characteristics for Store-and-Forward applications by small 
satellites: l)The satellite uploads an email from a small terminal on the ground. 
This could be a Doctor in a remote location or an automated terminal monitoring 
an oil pipeline. 2)The satellite can also deliver messages to remote users. The 
terminals are small and can be readily accommodated in a boat, truck or car. 
3)Inexpensive fixed-groundstations are used to relay messages via networks or 
the Internet for faster delivery. For example, SSTL’s Store and Forward system 
has been used to quickly route messages between Doctors in Africa and hospitals 
in the UK and the US - HealthSat-2 . 4)The system uses Low Earth Orbits to 
provide global coverage and short periods between revisits.
Therefore, such kind of SSTL’s Store and Forward system is suited to provide 
Electronic Mail services for: Remote regions, Military and National Security, 
Embassies and Foreign Offices, Antarctic Communications, Disaster Relief Teams 
and Telemedicine.
2.3 Small Satellite for Earth Observation
Launched in 1991, UoSAT-5 was the world’s first microsatellite to demonstrate 
the feasibility of small spacecraft to provide reliable, repeatable and affordable 
Earth imaging opportunities. Since then, SSTL’s Earth observation programme 
has developed rapidly and successfully[17] - nine of SSTL’s microsatellites have 
carried CCD Earth imaging cameras which can provide ground spatial resolution 
of 80m to 3500m per pixel in visible to near infra-red band. Despite their small 
size, these microsatellites possess powerful on-board computing, most of them 
using a pair of Inmos Transputers, each containing up to 32 MBytes of error- 
protected SRAM, which can be operated either individually or in parallel to sup­
port on-board image processing. Different from others, Snap-1, the nanosatellite
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employs a strong ARM processor for data handling and control. So far SSTL has 
owned a library of nearly 9000 images gathered world-wide by its microsatellites 
which are useful for different applications both in the civil and military fields. 
Furthermore, the latest generation of Earth observation platforms, eg. UoSAT- 
12 minisatellite, provides a much higher resolution. This satellite was launched 
in Spring, 1999[18]. A list of all the SSTL Earth observation satellites still in 
operation can be seen in table(2.2). SSTL small satellites for Earth observation 
can provide the following three different scale formats for different applications:
* Meteorological scale imagery[48]. Most of the images in this catalogue 
are captured by on-board Wide Angle Cameras (WAC). Generally, the WAC 
field of view is approximately 1500 km x 1050 km, at a ground resolution of 2 
km per pixel. The camera is sensitive to near-infrared (810-890 nm) reflected 
from the Earth’s surface and atmosphere. The two protruding objects in most 
WAC images are the satellite’s antennas - there are distorted reflections on their 
polished surfaces. The application of this kind of imagery include meteorological 
observations, storm warning, environmental monitoring, sea-ice monitoring and 
scene identification.
* Medium resolution imagery [49]. Most of the images in this catalogue are 
captured by on-board Narrow Angle Cameras (NAC) either in single band or in 
multi-bands. The NAC images the central portion of the WAC with a ten fold 
zoom. Traditional NAC provides coverage of 150 km x 100 km, at a resolution 
of 200 metres per pixel, and is sensitive to the red part of the spectrum (610-690 
nm). The latest SSTL microsatellite TMSAT is equipped with a set of 1024 x 
1024 active pixels multi-spectral CCD cameras which can provide 80m ground 
resolution at green, red and near infra-red bands. The application of this kind of 
imagery include observing temporal variations, seasonal variations in agriculture 
& snow cover, hydrology and agriculture, deforestation, oil slicks detection.
* Medium to high resolution imagery[50], All the images in this catalogue are 
based on the imaging instruments implemented on the UoSAT-12 minisatellite or
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Satellite Orbit Wide Angle Cameras Narrow Angle Cameras
spectral
range
resolution area of 
image
spectral
range
resolution area of im­
age
UoSAT-5 800km 600-
615nm
2000m 15001cm
X
10501cm
KITSAT-
1
1300km 810-
890nm
3500m 2550km
X
18001cm
810-
890nm
350m 2201cm x 
1601cm
PoSAT-1 800km 810-
890nm
2000m 15001cm
X
10501cm
610-
690nm
200m 1501cm x 
1001cm
FASAT-
Bravo
800km 810-
890nm
2000m 15001cm
X
10501cm
810-
890nm
100m 75km x 
501cm
TMSAT 800km 810-
890nm
2000m 15001cm
X
10501cm
510-
590nm
610-
690nm
810-
890nm
80m 801cm x 
801cm
TiungSat 650km 810-
890nm
1200m 12501cm
X
12501cm
510-
590nm
80m 80km 
x 80km
610-
690nm
80m 80 x 801cm
810-
890nm
80m 80 x 801cm
UoSAT-
12
6501cm 810-
890nm
975m 10001cm
X
10001cm
32.5m 331cm x 
331cm
10m 101cm x 
101cm
SNAP-1 6501cm NIR 20° VIS/NIR 90°
Tsinghua 6501cm 510-
590nm
50m 50 x 501cm
Table 2.2: Overview of SSTL Earth Observation Satellites
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future enhanced microsatellites. On UoSat-12 there is one high resolution pan­
chromatic camera providing 10m ground resolution and a set of multi-spectral 
cameras (six bands from visible to near infra-red) providing 32m ground resolu­
tion. This capability extends SSTL small satellite’s applications to fine ground 
target identification, high resolution map making and even some classified milit­
ary purposes.
Chapter 3 
Orbital D ynam ics and Orbit 
Propagation
3.1 Keplerian Orbital D ynam ics
We start by describing how a spacecraft moves in space. The simplest case will 
be introduced to begin with which is called Keplerian orbital dynamics.
3.1.1 Kepler’s Law
Newton’s law of gravitation and Kepler’s three laws are the part of basic theories 
of orbit dynamics for two-body motion. The equations of two-body motion and 
their solutions were derived under the assumption of point mass or mass distrib­
uted within a spherically symmetrical distribution. The following list sets out 
Kepler’s famous three laws:
Law I. Within the domain of the solar system all planets describe elliptical 
paths with the Sun at one focus.
Law II. The radius vector from the Sun to a planet sweeps out equal areas in 
equal times.
Law III. The squares of the periods of revolution of the planets about the Sun
14
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are proportional to the cubes of their mean distances from the Sun.
3.1.2 Dynamics and Geometry
Based on Newton’s laws and Kepler’s three laws, we will introduce the orbit geo­
metry and the trajectory equation in this section. See figiire(3.1) which describes 
the orbit geometry:
ya
Figure 3.1: An elliptic orbit
In this figure, xu axis points the direction of pericentre focus. We set r to 
be the position vector of the moving body, v  is called the eccentric anomaly (see 
figure(3.1)), a is the semi-major axis and e is called eccentricity. These three 
quotations define the orbital ellipse:
a,semi-major axis - a constant defining the size of the conic orbit, 
e,eccentricity - a constant defining the shape of the conic orbit, 
z/,true anomaly - the angle between r and the point of pericentre. 
r and v define this orbit plane, which can also be defined through the specific
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angular momentum h where
h =  r x v (3!)
The fundamental equation of motion of a body in space is given as :
rr  =  - / ; -  (3.2)
where fi is gravitational parameter.
Crossing this equation with h leads to a form which can be integrated:
? x h  =  pK h  x r ) (3-3)
d(r x h)The left side of equation(3.3) is clearly — Looking for the right side
QjTj
to be the time rate of change of some vector quantity, we see that
F  c l. \ f1  < \  A* r / \ / m M F T^ ( h X r) =  ^ (r  x v) x r = ^[v(r • r) -  r(r • v)] =  - v  -  — r
since r  • r  =  rr, and also note that /i times the derivative of the unit position 
vector is
d .r. ll u,r
^ ( r ) =  7 V “ ^ r
We can rewrite equation(3.3) as
Integrating both sides
d d r
- ( r x h )  =  „ * ( - )
r x h  =  ^ -  +  B (3.4)
r
where B is the vector constant of integration called the eccentricity vector. Also:
r _  
r * r x h  =  r*/ i -  +  r*B r
and
h2 — fir +  rB  cos v
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Solving for r, we obtain
r  = _____ W e  (3 .5)
1 +  (B/fT) cosv
Equation(3.5) is the trajectory equation expressed in polar coordinate systems 
where the polar angle, v  , is measured from the fixed vector B to r. To determine 
what kind of a curve it represents we need only compare it to the general equation 
of a conic section written in polar coordinates with the origin located at a focus 
and where the polar angle, z/, is the angle between r and the point on the nearest 
the focus:
r =   -   (3.6)
1 +  e cos v
In this equation, which is mathematically identical in form to the trajectory 
equation, p  is a geometrical constant of the conic called the “parameter” or “semi- 
latus rectum” (see figure(3.1)).
3.1.3 Classical Orbital Elements
In last section, we obtained a, e, z/ which define the shape of the orbit plane and 
the position of the body in this plane. However, they are not enough to determine 
a plane in space. The above parameters only tell us where on the orbit plane 
the satellite passes, but where is the plane in space? How does it relate to the 
Earth? Therefore, we need other parameters to finally decide the orbit plane and 
the position of the satellite.
Five independent quantities called “orbital elements” are sufficient to com­
pletely describe the size, shape and orientation of an orbit. A sixth element is 
required to pinpoint the position of the satellite along this orbit at a particular 
time. The classical set of orbital elements are defined with the help of figure(3.2). 
In the last section we already introduced three elements, here we describe the oth­
ers as following:
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1. i , inclination  - the angle between the K  unit vector and the angular 
m om entum  vector, h.
2. Q, longitude o f the ascending node - the  angle, in the fundam ental plane, 
between the I  un it vector and the point where the satellite crosses through the 
fundam ental plane in a northerly direction (ascending node) m easured counter­
clockwise when viewed from the north  side of the fundam ental plane.
3. tv, argument o f perigee - the angle in the plane of the satellite’s orbit 
between the ascending node and the perigee point, measured in the direction of 
the satellite’s motion.
4. T , tim e o f perigee passage - the tim e when the satellite was a t perigee.
Figure 3.2: Classical Orbital Elements
So far, we have described orbital plane in space and the position of the satellite 
on this plane. The above definitions are valid whether we are describing the orbit 
of an earth  satellite in the geocentric-equatorial system or the orbit of a planet 
in the heliocentric-ecliptic system. Only the definition of the unit vectors and 
the fundam ental plane would be different. In the following table(3.1), we briefly
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summarise the six orbital elements:
Element Name Description Range of 
Values
Undefined
j a semi-major
axis
size Depends on 
conic section
never
e eccentricity shape e=0:circle; 
Oiejl: ellipse
never
i inclination tilt angle 
from K unit 
vector to vector h
0 < % < 180° never
0 longitude of 
ascending node
swivel, angle from 
vernal equinox to 
ascending node
0 < 0  < 360° when i= 0 or 180° 
(equatorial orbit)
LV argument of 
perigee
Angle from 
ascending node 
to perigee
0 < lj < 360° when i =  0 or 180°
(equatorial orbit) or 
e= 0  (circular orbit)
V true anomaly Angle from 
perigee to 
satellite position
0 < v < 360° when e=0  
(circular orbit)
Table 3.1: Summary of Classical Orbital Elements
Instead of the argument of perigee, the following is sometimes used (as shown 
in figure(3.3)) : II, longitude of perigee - the angle from I to perigee measured 
eastward to the ascending node (if it exists) and then in the orbital plane to 
perigee. If both these angles are defined then
II =  T  cu
If there is no perigee (circular orbit), then both u  and II are undefined.
Any of the following may be substituted for time of perigee passage and would 
suffice to locate the satellite at to: true anomaly at epoch - the angle, in the
plane of the satellite’s orbit, between perigee and the position of the satellite at 
a particular time, also called the “epoch time”.
uQ, argument of latitude at epoch - the angle, in the plane of the orbit, between
the ascending node (if it exits) and the radius vector to the satellite at time t0. 
If u  and z/0 are both defined then:
Uq =  CO +  Uq
If there is no ascending node(equatorial orbit), then both to and Uq are 
undefined [71].
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Inclination, deg 
Figure 3.3: Implement of orbital elements
3.2 Effects o f a N on-Spherical Earth
What are orbit perturbations? These are small deviations from the two-body 
orbit motion due to the mass distribution of the Earth, its atmosphere, the other 
planets, the sun and solar radiation. The two-body orbit motion has been ex­
plained in detail in the previous section. For many problems, only considering 
two-body motion is sufficient, especially if two closely neighbouring points on a 
trajectory are under investigation. However, for long time intervals, such as the
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problem considered in this project where we need to  predict the satellite elevation 
angle a long tim e in advance, we shall consider the effects of these perturbations. 
In this section and the following section, we provide an introduction to  the orbit 
perturbations and physical phenom ena associated w ith orbital motion. Some key 
equations are provided.
3.2.1 A General Overview of Orbit Perturbations
Small deviations from the two-body orbit m otion are called orbit perturbations. 
The two-body orbit motion can be expressed by the  conic solutions already intro­
duced, and w ritten  in closed form. These solutions were derived from Newton’s 
law of gravitation and K epler’s laws of orbit motion under the assum ption of a 
point mass or w ith spherical mass distribution.
The equations of m otion of a two-body problem can be given in the relative 
form as
where r  is the position vector of the satellite measured from the centre of the 
prim ary body, and n  is the gravitational constant of main body.
Due to  the presence of various perturbing forces, equation(3.7 only provides an 
approxim ation of the actual motion. However, situations in which the cumulative 
effect of the gradual shift or variation of elements from true epoch values cannot 
be ignored. Specifically, for long tim e intervals, ignoring a small gradual shift in 
a given element due to  a perturbative force, can bring about a to tally  erroneous 
prediction of a satellite’s position and velocity. Those perturbing forces include 
E arth  non-spherical geopotential (deviations from a perfect sphere), the lunisolar 
gravitational attractions, atm ospheric drag, solar radiation pressure, and E arth  
tides.. The general form of equations of motion, including perturbations, can be 
expressed as follows:
d2v \x
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where ap is the sum of all the perturbing accelerations. W ith  the  perturbing 
accelerations included, the solution of equation(3.8) can no longer be expressed 
by the closed-form conic equations. In the next section, we will explain the detail 
of the effect of E arth  oblateness.
*  =  _ £  
r
00 n f  R  \  n 
1 + E  E  “  Pn (sin ipnm  COS TTl A +  S nm Slli m \n \  V /
(3.9)
3.2.2 Earth’s Oblateness
The G eopotential function is expressed by the linear com bination of Legendre (or 
spherical harmonic) functions [72]:
■ jd \ n-tip
n=2 m=0
where r:geocentric distance 
<^:geocentric latitude 
A:geocentric longitude 
i2e:mean equatorial radius of the earth  
Pff: associated Legendre polynom ial of degree 11 order m 
and Cnm, S nm are constants depending on the E a rth ’s mass distribution. 
Decomposing equation(3.9) into three series depending on m-value, we have 
Zonal Harmonics when m  — 0, Sectoral Harmonics when n  — m  and Tesseral 
Harmonics when n  f  m . We shall also adopt the widely used nota tion  Jn =  
Gno.
The perturbations may be expressed in term s of orbital elements[72]:
 ^ l—even
[(l-2p)tu+ (l-2p+ q)M ]
OO l  OO /  D  i \  p c q
E E  E  Ji V  p i ^ ) G iM(e)
1-2 P q= -OO \  a  /  sin
I—odd,
(3.10)
The perturbation  introduced by equation(3.10) (more details see [13]) gener­
ally presents three kinds of effect: (1) constant drift of ascending node, argument 
o f perigee and mean anomaly, which are called secular perturbations, (2) short 
sinusoidal variations of elements over an orbital period are called short period
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variations (presented by mean anomaly M) and (3) long sinusoidal variations of 
elements are long time scales (by setting the coefficient of M equal to zero to elim­
inate the short period terms), are called long period variations. In the following 
sections only the formulas for the secular perturbations will be discussed.
The main distortion to the shape of the Earth arises from its rotation. This 
causes the Earth to bulge at the equator and shrink at the poles. The shape of 
the Earth is therefore closely modelled as an oblate spheroid, axisymmetric about 
its rotation axis. This gives rise to Zonal harmonics in the potential (see [1]):
*  = ^ 1 + (3-H)
I  J+ —y  (3 — 5 sin2 (j>) sin <j> — —~  (3 — 30 sin2 <j> +  35 sin4 </>)
AT  o T
— — 70 sin2 f  + 63 sin4 0) sin <f>
+ r (5 — 105 sin2 (j> +  315 sin4 (j> — 231 sin6 <f>) +  e]
where e represents higher terms.
The f  coefficients are referred to as the first, second, etc., harmonics of the 
Earth’s gravitational potential. The first harmonic has been eliminated from 
equation(3.11) by a proper choice of coordinate origin. Values for the first few 
harmonics are collected in table(3.2) .
J2 1.0826300e-3
J3 -2.5321531e~6
J4 -1.6109876e-6
J5 -2.3578565e-7
J 6 5.4316985e-7
Table 3.2: Coefficients of Earth’s Gravitational Harmonics, [WGS-84 Defined]
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3 .2 .2 !  First Order J2 Secular Effects
The m ost significant harm onic is J 2, which is the largest term  among the Zonal 
harmonics. The estim ated difference between the polar radius and equatorial 
radius arising from the J 2 pertu rba tion  is about 22km. The m ost significant 
pertu rbation  caused by J 2 is a constant continuous drift of the ascending node, 
argum ent of perigee and m ean anomaly. The first order theory of the secular 
perturbations leads to  the following equations:
Anom alistic mean m otion and period
r . 2 \ / l  ~  e2 , 3 . 9 . .
n  =  n 0[l +  - J 2— - j — ( l - - s m  i)] (3.12)
where p  - n 2a3 and p  =  a ( l  — e2)
— 2'7T ,
p  = ~r  (3.13
n
Mean anomaly
M  =  M 0 +  n(£ — to) (3.14)
Longitude o f the ascending node
(
3 j  \
- ~ c o s i )  n { t - t 0) =  D0 p i l { t - t 0) (3.15)
Argum ent o f perigee 
to — u 0 +  ( 2
These equations represent the gradual drift of the orbital elements [a, e, i , 
12, M] from their adopted epoch values a t t =  t0. In a secular first-order 
theory, w ith the influence of only the  first coefficient of the E a rth ’s harmonic 
taken into account, only 12, co and M  possess drift tendencies, and a , e, i are 
taken as constant. From figure(3.4) and figure(3.5), we can see how J 2 affects 12 
and uj\
A
p 2
2 — :r sin2 ^ n (t — t 0) = uq + d>(t -  tQ) (3-16)
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Figure 3.4: Nodal regression rate fi, (from [2])
3.2.2.2 Second Order J2 and J4 Secular Effects
The second-order theory for the secular perturbations will yield the following 
equations:
Anom alistic mean m otion and period
n = n0[l +  ~J2 ( i _ | sin2() (3.17)
+  I ^ J | ^ ? ( 1 6 v /T ^ + 2 5 ( l - e2) - 1 5  
+  [30 — 96V l — e2 — 90(1 — e2)] cos2 i 
+  [105 +  1 4 4 \/l — e2 +  25(1 — e2)] cos4 i)
~ 6 4 (3 _ 30 COs2 ? + 35 COs4 01
where P  from equation(3.13).
Mean anomaly is same as equation(3.14).
Longitude o f the ascending node
Cl = a 0 -  { ^ n c o s * [ l  +  5 +  L  _  2 V l -  e2 (3.18)
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Figure 3.5: Perigee rotation rate d>, (from [2])
~ (f “ h 6,2 ~ 3v/1 _ e2)sin2
35 J4 /  3 2\  /1 2  — 21 sin2 A 0
+  y h h °  i 1 + 2 e )  { — 1 4 — J C 0 S l } { t  ~ t o }
Argument of perigee
u  = Uo +  { |  (2  -  5 sin2 i)  [1 +  5 A {2 +  i .  _  2Vl -  e2 (3.19)
-  ( | - S - 3Vr^ ) sill29]
45 J f  ,  4 . 35 J4 12 93 . ,  .
- V i e n 0cos J - _ _ „ 0[T - _ s m  ,
21 . 4 . 2 (27 189 . , 81 . 4 .
+ T Sm * +  e 114 28"Sm + 16Sm 8
3.3 Perturbation D ue to  A tm ospheric Drag
Gravity isn’t the only force acting on a LEO satellite. The most important 
other effect comes from the Earth’s atmosphere. The Earth’s atmosphere gets
Data represents a constant 
perigee altitude of 100 km 
and various apogee 
altitudes., as snown
ib = 1.03237 x 1014 a"7' 2 
(4—5 sin2) (1 - e 2)_z
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thinner with altitude but still has some effect up to altitudes as high as 1000km 
(620 miles). Because most of our Earth-sensing satellites orbit at altitudes lower 
than 1000km, this very thin air causes drag on these satellites. Drag is a non­
conservative force - it takes energy away from the orbit in the form of friction 
on the satellite. Thus, the semi-major axis secularly reduces and the eccentricity 
also decreases, so the orbit becomes more circular. The effect is illustrated in 
figure(3.6).
ELLIP TIC A L OR BIT ORBIT
Figure 3.6: Aerodynamic drag-induced orbit decay
Drag is very difficult to model because of the many factors affecting the 
Earth’s upper atmosphere and the satellite’s attitude. The Earth’s day-night 
circle, seasonal tilt, variable solar distance, the fluctuations of the Earth’s mag­
netic field, the Sun’s 27-day rotation, and the 11-year cycle for Sun spots all make 
the modelling task difficult. The drag force also depends upon on the satellite’s 
coefficient of drag and frontal area, which can also vary considerably, further 
complicating the modelling problem.
The ballistic drag coefficient W /C p A , where A  = satellite effective (projected) 
area, W  =  satellite weight at sea level and CD is the dimensionless drag coefficient 
of the spacecraft, is the quotient of a mass quantity divided by a drag quantity.
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The more “massive” the object and/or the smaller its area, the greater will be 
the value of the ballistic coefficient and the smaller will be the effects of drag.
The value of the drag coefficient Cd depends upon the shape of the vehicle, its 
attitude with respect to the velocity vector, and whether it is spinning, tumbling, 
or is stabilised. Above 200km altitude, the drag coefficient varies from about 2.2 
for a sphere to about 3.0 for a cylinder, with other shapes being somewhere in 
between. Exact values of Cd are best determined by actual flight test. A value 
of 2.2 will yield a conservative result.
When the orbit altitude is less than 1000km, atmospheric drag effect should 
be considered in long-term predictions. The equation for computing the drag 
acceleration is
aD = - \ p g aV 29 M . ip (3.20)
where cld — atmosphere drag acceleration vector
p — atmosphere density
go — Earth gravitation acceleration at sea level
V  — velocity of the satellite
V unit vector of the satellite velocity
The difficult part of the drag prediction is the modelling of the local atmo­
sphere density at a given altitude, which increases with solar flux, are the 11-year 
cycle. The air density also exhibits a day-to-night rhythm, reaching a maximum 
about 2 hours after midday and a minimum between midnight and dawn. Ac­
cording to King~Hele[73], at a height of 600km, the maximum daytime density 
may be as large as eight times greater than the night-time minimum. Another 
variation in the air density is the 27-day cycle caused by the extreme ultraviolet 
(UV) radiation from the Sun[2].
3.4 Orbit Propagation
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The good functioning of above application of small satellites are based on several 
key-points regarding the spacecraft platform: mechanical structure, power sys­
tem, telemetry /  telecommand, attitude control /  determination and orbit control 
/  determination. Among them, orbit determination is an essential one. Orbit de­
termination for small satellites is based upon the use of GPS or other on-board 
navigation systems. Ground-station tracking is the traditional way to obtain data 
for orbit determination but is too costly for small satellite applications. It is done 
either by tracking the spacecraft’s telemetry signals or by radar tracking from a 
site not associated with the spacecraft. Although the methods and tools were 
well established, ground-station tracking does not have high accuracy (around 
50km in LEO) [36]. GPS is much more accurate than the ground-station tracking 
method. Navstar, a system of navigation satellites intended explicitly to allow 
position determination by very small receivers anywhere on or near the Earth’s 
surface, can provide a moderate accuracy signal (10m) for general civil satellite 
orbit determination. Both GPS based orbit determination and ground-station 
tracking, however, can only provide real-time or near real time orbit determina­
tion. For operation autonomy on a satellite, it is more important to propagate 
the orbit accurately for a future period in order to decide a specific time for these 
operations. Additionally, orbit prediction, or orbit propagation is an important 
part of mission analysis and has impacts on the power system, attitude control 
and thermal design. It is also the starting point in planning whether a proposed 
mission is feasible and how the satellite(s) needs to be designed.
3.4.1 M ethods for Orbit Propagation
To propagate the orbit and determine the satellite position at a given time, two 
approaches are employed. One is analytical methods and the other is integration 
methods.
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In 1959, Kozai[19] and Brouwer[21] produced analytic solutions for the per­
turbed orbital elements of a satellite. Kozai’s solutions included short periodic 
variations up to first order in the perturbing forces and secular variations up 
to second order. In his paper, the disturbing potential was restricted to axi­
ally symmetric terms as these produce the more significant effects on the orbit.
His solutions, however, had singularities for either small eccentricity or inclined 
orbits. He later re-formulated his solutions to overcome this problem for small 
eccentricity[20]. Kozai introduced the modified equinoctial coordinates(ecosa;,esma;) 
and the argument of latitude M  + co, to replace e,w and M  and derived the per­
turbation in terms of these orbital elements. In this way he was able to remove 
terms which had a small divisor of e. Kozai’s approach was investigated further 
by Cook[22], who showed that the zonal disturbing function can be written in a 
convenient manner by neglecting the short-periodic terms and expanding Kozai’s 
solution in ecosu) and esinco up to an arbitrary odd zonal harmonic order.
For the even zonal harmonics only the dominant J2 effect was taken into 
account by Kozai and terms of e2 were ignored. On the other hand, focusing on 
J2 only, Douglas and Ingram[23] expanded the periodic variation of the elements 
a, i, £2, ecosu, esinco and M  Poo up to J2e order, whereas Izsak[24] developed the 
small eccentricity solutions including J2 second order. More recently, Gooding 
has continued work on these analytic approaches[25].
Currently, the widely used analytical orbit propagation models are provided 
by NORAD[14]. NORAD maintains general perturbation element sets on all res­
ident space objects. These element sets are periodically refined so as to maintain 
a reasonable prediction capability on all space objects. In turn, these element 
sets are provided to users which can be downloaded from the Internet. The 
most important point to be noted is that not just any prediction model will suf­
fice. The NORAD element sets are “mean” values obtained by removing periodic 
variations in a particular way. In order to obtain good prediction, these peri­
odic variations must be reconstructed (by the prediction model) in exactly the
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same way they were removed by NORAD. Hence, inputting NORAD element 
sets into a different model (even though the model may be more accurate or 
even a numerical integrator) will result in degraded predictions. The NORAD 
element sets must be used with one of the five mathematical models they sup­
ply the prediction of satellite position and velocity: SGP, SGP4 and SGP8 for 
the near Earth orbiting satellites; SDP4 and SDP8 for the deep space satellites. 
Among them, SGP4 is the most widely used model for near Earth satellites. It 
was developed by Ken Cranford in 1970[27] and was obtained by simplification 
of the more extensive analytical theory of Lane and Cranford[26] which uses the 
solution of Brouwer[21] for its gravitational model and a power density function 
for its atmospheric model[28].
The latest method is Hashida and Palmer’s approach[29]. They reviewed 
King-Hele’s[30] approach for developing a perturbation theory using coordinates 
directly. As King-Hele did, Hashida and Palmer firstly established a near circular 
Keplerian (or un-perturbed) orbit in three dimensions using epicyclic expressions 
for the radial and azimuthal coordinate. They then add small unknown variables 
to corresponding parameters which are constant for the 3 dimensional epicyclic 
orbit. By substituting these parameters with small unknown variables into the 
perturbed equations of motion, they have been able to evaluate the unknown 
extra terms and the variations in the constants. In their approach, perturbation 
theory is applied directly to the coordinates and has a greater mathematical 
simplicity than the conventional approach. They not only introduce the first 
order solutions for an arbitrary order of harmonics including the short periodic 
terms and the second order solutions for J2, but also in their work[29], they 
present an analytic formulation of a near circular orbit of a satellite moving in an 
axisymmetric second harmonic (J2) potential. This work extends their previous 
work. They further analysed the higher order effects arising from the large J2 
term and showed how they can be incorporated into their epicycle description of 
the motion.
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Apart from the analytic orbit models, orbit numerical integrators are also 
widely used and is the most accurate solution. To cope with the variation in ve­
locity between pericenter and apocenter, variable stepsize integration techniques 
have been developed in geodetic work[34]. Direct integration methods solve the 
equations of motion expressed in physical variables. An alternative approach is 
to transform the variables to ones which simplify the description of the motion, 
which is called regularized integration[38] [39]. To integrate the regularized equa­
tions of motion has the advantage that the description of the motion is simple 
and fixed steps of regularized time correspond naturally to better time resolution 
around pericenter than apocenter. The integration accuracy is greatly improved 
and the method remains fast. Palmer[31] has developed algorithms for four meth­
ods which have been chosen as popular methods in other fields where long term 
stable and accurate orbit integration is required. His four methods KS, KBS, BS 
and BS2 employed integration schemes using predictor-corrector & Bulirsch-Stoer 
methods[16] to different order. In our research work, we have compared our pre­
diction results without drag consideration with Palmer’s integrator to verify the 
accuracy of our method. Although the integration methods are more accurate, 
it has more computational complexity than the analytic methods and in general 
doesn’t take account of drag effect.
3.4.2 Hill Climbing and Escobal’s Controlling Equation
Because the camera on-board a small satellite doesn’t have a wide field of view 
and has a limited roll capability, it is quite likely the satellite can only take the 
image at the time of maximum elevation angle, which is called the nadir tracking 
problem. Rise and set times over a given site are important because it solves the 
visibility problem between a satellite and a ground station, so it is very useful 
for communication planning as the satellite can only communicate with a ground 
station when it is visible to the station.
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To solve the satellite nadir tracking problem, the conventional approach has 
been to let the satellite run through its ephemeris, and check at each instant to 
see where the sub-satellite nadir point falls. An orbital simulation is advanced in 
time by some small time increment, A t , and a possibility check is performed at 
each step, this method is called tra jec to ry  checking  or hill clim bing . However, 
this method has to be solved hundreds o f tim es per orbital period. If the user 
wants to know how many times the chosen target can be imagined over a long 
period, it will take considerable computation time, which is unsuitable for the 
applications mentioned previously. If we seek to decrease the computational time 
by increasing the step A t, then our estimate of when imaging opportunities arise 
becomes unacceptably imprecise.
For the closely related problem of the rise and set time problems Escobal 
proposed a faster method to solve this by developing a closed-form solution for the 
visibility periods. He introduced a single transcendental equation as a function 
of the eccentric anomaly of the satellite orbit which he called the controlling 
equation. Numerical methods are then used to find the rise and set times if they 
exist. The advantage of this equation is that it is solved only once per orbital 
period as contrasted with the hundreds of times the Kepler equation has to be 
solved with the standard step-by-step technique. However, the existing equation 
is only valid for two-body motion and neglects the secular drift of the orbit due 
to Earth oblateness. This method is therefore not sufficiently precise for our 
application. This means this equation needs further development.
In the next chapter, we will introduce this controlling equation and the related 
theory. We shall also expand this equation to take account of the J2 secular 
perturbation.
Chapter 4 
E scobal’s Controlling Equation  
and Its Expansion
As we mentioned in the previous Chapter, to solve satellite visible problem, Esco- 
bal derived a single transcendental equation as a function of the eccentric anom­
aly which is called controlling equation, It has a closed-form solution and can be 
solved by numerical methods. However the solution of this eccentric anomaly 
controlling equation is for satellite rise-and-set time, we need to expand it to 
solve satellite nadir tracking problem. On the other hand, the big disadvantage 
of Escobal’s controlling equation is it was derived for two-body case, for a long 
period prediction this will cause big timing error. Therefore we also expanded 
this function to include secular perturbations. In the following section, firstly we 
will briefly introduce the basic controlling equation, secondly we will introduce 
the expanded equation to cope with satellite nadir tracking problem, at last the 
expansion for secular perturbations will be presented.
4.1 Escobal’s Controlling Equation
-  * Z = sin/i (4.1)
P
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Escobal derived his function firstly in topocentric coordinate system (azimuth- 
elevation system), see figure(4!). Meanwhile, if in an inertial coordinate system, 
as shown in figure(4.2), we can get equation(4.2). Vector Z and the ground 
station radius vector R  can be expressed in terms of the station geodetic latitude 
((f)) and station sidereal time (0).
p =  r + R  (4.2)
By introducing the unit vector P  and Q (see figure(4.3) and setting the el­
evation angle of ground target to be zero, Escobal finally introduced controlling 
equation as following:
Figure 4.1: Satellite Location in a Topocentric Coordinate System
(4.3)F  =  a(cos E- e)P • Z +  (av/T ^"e5sin.E)Q • Z -  =  0
Where Z vector can be expressed with eccentric anomaly to be a independent
Equator
Figure 4.2: Station coordinate system in a geocentric coordinate system
variable by using Kepler’s equation.
The derived controlling equation (4.3) now is a function of E , produces a curve 
which has two real roots if the satellite is visible, one corresponds to the eccentric 
anomaly at rise time, while the other indicates the set time eccentric anomaly.
So far, we have introduced the controlling equation with the eccentric anomaly 
taken as the independent variable. To solve this equation, Newton’s method is 
suggested[16]. This provides solutions corresponding to the satellite rise and 
set time. However, to use this controlling equation to solve the satellite nadir 
tracking problem, we need to develop Escobal’s theory further.
Figure 4.3: Introduction of the orthogonal set P,Q,W into the orbit plane coordinate system
4.2 Further D evelopm ent o f Controlling Equa­
tion  for M axim um  Elevation A ngle Predic­
tion
To solve satellite nadir tracking problem, what we need is the time of satellite 
maximum elevation angle which corresponds to the peak in the equations curve. 
Therefore we further developed the controlling equation as equation(4.4):
f» (E )  = L T l  (=sinA) (4.4)
Then the maximisation of F* must give the maximisation of h, the elevation
angle itself. In order to find out the time of maximum h , we need to solve F*
function for its maxima. We therefore, need to compute the derivative of F*(E)
function (F *)', and its zeroes corresponds to the maxima of F* and hence h. We 
F ' p -  F p '
then get F* = ----------  by differentiating equation(4.4), so the explicit form of
P
both F ' and p' must be found out.
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The F ' can be expressed as:
F' =  ( - a  sin E )P  ■ Z +  a(cosE  -  e)(P' • Z + P  • Z')
-j- (a-\/1 — e2 cos I?) Q • Z +  ay/ 1 — e2 sin E'(Q/ Z + Q- Z;) (4-5)
(p2yWe computed (p )' rather than directly compute p', since p'
2 p
do2
—— =  2a2(l — ecosP)(esin.E) 
dE
—2G iZx (—a s in E P x + a \/1 — e2 cosE Q ^
—2GiZy ( —a sin E P y +  a \/ l  — e2cos EQyJ (4.6)
—2G2Z z ( —a sin ^P 2 +  ay/1 — e2 cos E Q Z^J
Q r   ,
+2Gi—(1 — e cos E )Z y |a(cosI? — + ay/1 — e2 sinE Q X\
TL
£
~2Gi“ (1 — e cos E )Z X ^ (cosP  — e)Py + ay/1 — e2sinPQy]
After the above further development, by using this derivative controlling equa­
tion F*’(E ), we are able to solve the satellite nadir tracking problem, which will 
be used for refinement in our newly developed method (see chapter 4).
However, as we explained earlier, the current equation is just valid for two-
body motion. Since, for long time intervals compared with the orbital period, 
only considering two-body motion is not sufficient, we will implement it for J2 
secular perturbations.
4.3 Expanded Controlling Equation for J2 Per­
turbation
In order to increase the accuracy of our estimation for a longer prediction period, 
the controlling equation in two-body motion needs to be expanded for taking
perturbations into account. We use the perturbation theory[9] to develop this 
equation considering J2 and secular perturbations.
The secular perturbation caused by J2 term is as follows:
• Since there is no perturbations for a, e and i, so: a — e =  i =  0.
• The perturbations only affect 0, and cu:
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a  3 J2 _
=  ~ 2 P
3 J,
2 p 2 ' ~ 2
n — n[l +  - —V i -  e2(l — -  sin2«)]
where
. . IfTn is the original mean motion n  =  W —
V a,"5
P =  f  (1 -  e2)CLe
(4.8)
(4.9)
dF  doIn this case, the explicit form of —— and —— needs to be found out for the
aE  dE
differentiate equation F *'(E ) which is different from two-body case. For both
dF  dp . dV  dQ
—— and ——, unlike two-body motion, terms of —— and —— cannot be ignored, 
dE dE  dE  dE
which can be expressed as following:
Q — —(9P T
0
0
0
0
0
t l
x P
x Q
(4.10)
(4.11)
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Therefore we can get equation(4.12) and equation(4.13) for our J2 perturba­
tion implementation:
F '(E ) — [a(cos E  -  e)(PyZx -  PxZy) +  a f l - e 2 sin E(Q yZx -  QxZy)j 
(1 — e cos E)x
n
■ (0 -U )
+  Q • Za (jjV l  — e2 cos E  + —(cos E  — e)(l — ecos E)
n
(4.12)
— P  • Za sin E 1 + — e2(l — e cos E)
n
dp2 
~dE
— 2ode sin E ( l  — e cos E )
4* 2a sin E {G \P XZ X G \P yZ y + G^PzZz) 
— 2a*dT—~e2 cosE (G \Q XZ X Y  G \Q yZ y G2QzQz)
— 2a j^ (cos E  — e) |^ca(Qa.^ a. -I- QyZ y) 4- Cl{PxZ y — PyZ x)
+  Q(PyZX — Pa;Zy)j +  Gl(JjQZZ Zj
+  f l  -  e2 sin P  {Gi [-a>(PfflZ.p +  PyPy) 4- D{PxZ y -  PyZx)
4- 9{QyZ x — QsZy)] — G2<ZzPzZ z ^ j
x 1 — e cos E
n
(4.13)
So far we finished the expansion for J 2 secular perturbation. Furthermore 
these equation can be used for all J2n term secular perturbations.
4.4 Sum mary
In this chapter we have described our enhancement of Escobal’s controlling equa­
tion to solve the satellite nadir tracking problem. We have further extended the 
theory to include the effects of secular perturbations. Unfortunately the com­
putation of the modified controlling equation is very complex and often causes 
difficulties to locate the correct maximum. This arises from the fact that the 
numerical method can easily jump over the narrow peaks in the function F*(E)
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to find other local maxima to the function. This makes this method unreliable, 
as imaging opportunities may be missed. Also the computation is quite slow for 
our applications.
Besides the controlling equation method, Lawton[10] later developed another 
method to solve satellite-satellite and satellite-ground station visibility problem 
for vehicles in circular or near circular orbits by approximating the visibility 
function W(t), by a Fourier series. More recently, Alfano[ll] further developed 
the 4/(t ) function to suit all orbital types. However, these methods are only valid 
for solving satellite rise-and-set time problems but are not suitable for satellite 
nadir tracking and still have their own limitations.
In the following chapter, we will introduce a new method which works well 
not only in the two-body case but also takes full account of secular perturbations, 
short-and-long periodic terms and the influence of atmospheric drag to solve the 
satellite nadir tracking problem in reasonable computational complexity.
Chapter 5 
N ew  M ethod for Satellite Nadir  
Tracking
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter we describe a new method (FPSCA - fast prediction for satellite 
closest approaching) which we developed to compute the time of satellite closest 
approach to nadir over a given target. The method we shall describe is much 
faster than the conventional methods described in the previous chapter, and 
so more suitable for where user may want to investigate many possible imaging 
opportunities over long period and it is also suitable for on-board & small terminal 
applications.
We first need to consider field of view of the camera system to be used for 
typical SSTL Earth observation satellites, the orbital height is around 800km 
while the image size is about 105kmx 150km. The required elevation angle for 
satellite imaging is therefore approximately around 85deg.
The chances for a satellite pass at such high elevation angles are, however, 
very rare. In figure(5.1), we show the elevation angle computed from the function 
F*(E) for PoSat-1, a typical SSTL Earth observation satellite. Although there
42
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Figure 5.1: T yp ica l elevation  angle profile o f P O S A T  from  F * ( E ) further developed  con­
tro llin g  equ ation
are eight visible passages over the target during this period of 24 hours, the 
maximum elevation angle only just over 70 degrees, still smaller then the imaging 
requirement. We have also checked that there are only few minutes for satellite 
elevation angle over 85deg during one month. Last year SSTL launched her first 
minisatellite UoSat-12, which has a high resolution (10 metre) camera on-board, 
the image size is about 10 x 10km. This requires even higher imaging elevation 
angle which means the image opportunity is even less. But using the developed 
controlling equation in previous chapter, it needs to find out every peak and 
check whether it can be the satellite imaging time, which means we have to 
repeat finding root many times during the prediction period, however only very 
few of them are fruitful.
Therefore, in this chapter a new method is presented which can be used not 
only for two-body motion but also accommodates secular perturbations, short 
and long periodic perturbations and the influence of drag in a straight-forward 
manner, providing a simple equation for nadir tracking and solving the satellite
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visibility problem. The proposed formulation only needs to be solved twice per 
day, which makes it very suitable for implementation on-board a small satel­
lite. In section 2, we describe the first phase of the new method, which is called 
“Coarse Search”, it works in two-body, secular perturbations arising from the 
Earth’s oblateness and atmospheric drag perturbations. In section 3, we in­
troduce the second phase of the method, which is called “Refinement” which 
improves the accuracy of the new method. In section 4, “Elements Set Conver­
sion” is provided which is needed by our method. Simulation results and the 
comparison of CPU processing time between the conventional method and this 
new method are presented in the next chapter.
5.2 Coarse Search for Satellite Passes  
5 .2 !  Fundamental Algorithm - Two-Body Analysis
Figure 5.2: Satellite orbiting around the Earth showing crossings of the Target 
Latitude Line (TLL).
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We can easily estimate the satellite closest approach time by checking the satellite 
ascending and descending passage once respectively per day. Set the orbital period 
of the satellite to be T  (= 27r/n) (where n is the mean motion) and t0 the time 
when the satellite first crosses over a given latitude line on the ascending pass (see 
figure(5.2) ). We call the circle of constant latitude that runs through the target 
location the Target Latitude Line (TLL). The key point of our approach is to use 
the fact that for two-body motion, a satellite will revisit exactly the same point in 
an inertial co-ordinate system after each orbital period T  (see figure(5.2) ). This 
means that the satellite will make another ascending-pass over the TLL at time 
(t0 + T). To simplify the discussion we shall ignore the descending passages over 
the TLL and include them again only at the end. Note, in this method, satellite 
position is expressed by the redundant epicycle coordinates: (?', A, I, Ll) [29], 
where r is the radial distance of the satellite from the centre of the Earth, A is 
the argument of latitude measured on the orbital plane, i is the inclination and 
Ll is the right ascension of the ascending node.
If the location of a target on the Earth is (■v t , 4>t ), where vt and are the 
geodetic longitude and latitude respectively, then the satellite will pass over the 
TLL every t0 + N T  (or to +  iV27r/n), where N  is an integer representing the 
number of satellite passages.
At time t0 the satellite is over the TLL and the initial longitudinal differ­
ence between the satellite footprint vs  and target vt is A v  =  vs — Vt - After 
each orbital period the satellite revisits the TLL and the Earth rotates under it 
bringing the target closer to the satellite’s longitudinal position. The satellite 
will see the target approaching by an amount cu®T or u®2ir/n, where w® is the 
Earth’s rotation rate. The Target-Closest-Satellite-Pas sage (TCSP) occurs when 
the longitudinal difference dv is smaller than u>®27r/ro. Therefore we obtain the 
following fundamental equation:
A v  = N u ^ 2 n /n  +  dv (5.1)
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where dv is the longitudinal difference between the sub-satellite point and the 
target at TCSP.
So:
A v  n 
N  =   ------
27T
where square brackets implies the integer part.
In other words, the closest approach to the target will occur when 0 < dv < 
o;®27t/n . Therefore as long as we know the initial passage time t 0 of the TLL 
and the satellite’s orbital period T, we can derive the possible closest approach 
time over long intervals of time. We name the procedure of TCSP  estimation as 
coarse search, because the satellite maximum elevation time over the target does 
not necessarily occur at TLL crossing.
Even in this TCSP  case, however, the satellite maximum elevation angle of 
this pass may not be suitable for imaging because the on-board camera field of 
view (FOV) is very small. Therefore, we need to find the maximum longitudinal 
offset angle, A v max for the target to be in the FOV of the camera, and check 
whether dv < A v max. The calculation of A v max will be described in section 
5.1.2.
T \ S
Figure 5.3: Within longitude angle 6V satellite(5) is visible to the ground 
target(T).
(5.2)
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To determine the rise-and-set times of the satellite over a given ground station, 
some modification to the above description has to be made. Instead of A v max, we 
need to set another angle margin, 9V, within which ground target is visible to the 
satellite (see figure(5.3). Vallado[70] defines this as the ground-range angle). The 
calculation of 9V will be described in section 5.1.2. figure(5.4) shows the basic 
idea of our new method for satellite rise-and-set times. When satellite is visible, 
its longitude vs  must satisfy the following condition:
© — satellite visible passage
Figure 5.4: Visibility of satellite passes.
vt  ~  9V < Vs £  vt + 9V (5*3)
In order to test whether the passes are visible, we start from vs ~  vt  — 9V, if
this is a visible pass we add it to our coarse search list. When vs < Vt  — 9V we 
add 27t to v s • When vs > vt +  9V we can compute the difference in longitude
A v v — Vy — (vt + 9V) that will bring it to within the visibility of the ground
station. Therefore we get the following formula for satellite visible estimation:
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N  — A v v n + 1
27r (a)0
5.2.1.1 Finding Initialisation Argument of Latitude Aq
(5.4)
Figure 5.5: Geometry of Ao in ECI coordinate.
In the previous section, we pointed out that we need to know the initial passage 
time to of the TLL. In our approach, we only need to calculate the corresponding 
initial vso- Therefore we need A0 (the initial argument of latitude) for TLL. This 
is found from the spherical triangle shown in figure(5.5), where T is the ground 
target and cpT is the geocentric latitude of the ground target.
sinAr sin (pT 
sim (5.5)
5.2.1.2 The Longitudinal Offset Angle Margin
5.2.1.2.1 Angle Margin for Satellite Maximum Elevation Angle Es­
timation For nadir tracking, sometimes the satellite maximum elevation angle
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to a specific target may not be high enough for the payload to image the ground 
target. Therefore, we need to find the longitudinal offset angle, which determines 
whether a given passage is a suitable closest approach passage. The range of an 
image is dependent upon the physical dimension of the CCD array and the focal 
length of the lens. For the narrow angle camera of PoSAT[ll], which has an 
interlaced CCD matrix of dimension 576 x 560 (about 8.4mm x 6.5mm) and focal 
length of 50mm, the ground cover is 150kmx 100km from an orbital altitude of 
800km, which corresponds to the camera’s half FOV of 3.6°. For nadir tracking, 
we need to find the longitudinal offset angle margin, A v max to check whether 
the previous approach estimation would be acceptable, which means we need to 
check whether dv < A v max.
Figure 5.6: Location of target and satellite at closest approach. O is the centre 
of the Earth, where the offset angle 6(r) is defined. 7  is the field of view (FOV) 
of the camera.
We assume the shape of the Earth is spherical. Let the camera FOV angle
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be 7 , then the upper limit of the spherical offset angle 9{r) is given by (see 
figure(5.6)):
where r is the geocentric range of the satellite and ae is the Earth’s equatorial 
radius. Vallada[70] describes in detail the geometry of surveillance and recon­
naissance operations.
Figure 5.7: Computation of the maximum longitudinal offset angle margin A v max, 
given the ground track of the satellite(/) and the spherical offset angle 9C.
For typical Earth observation orbits, which are near circular and polar, the 
angle 9{r) in equation (5.6) can be approximated by the constant angle:
where a is the satellite’s orbital semi-major axis. From the angle 9C we can 
compute the longitudinal offset angle margin, A v max. Figure(5.7) shows how 
A v max is related to the satellite inclination angle i , the upper limit of the spherical 
offset angle 9C and ground target latitude cpT- The arc I represents the satellite’s 
ground track. In order to find A v max, we start by findings, then the longitudinal
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offset angle A v max can be solved by following the equation for a small circle 
(Wertz[15], pp.727, Equation A-3):
cosp — sin2<pT . .
cos A v max — - (^•^)
C O S 2  (fT
To find p  we use the Law of Cosines for Sides (Werts[15], pp.732, Equation A-26):
cos p — cos I cos T) P  sin / sin rj cos T (5.9)
where the three angles of I, 77 and V are given in terms of ipr, 9C and i using the 
Law of Sines (Wertz[15], pp.732, Equation A-25):
_ sin0csinitanT =     — — -  (5.10)
sinip>T ~  coszsm0c
mnr, =  —  (5.11)
sin I =  (5.12)
sim
This completes the approach estimation  procedure.
5.2.1.2.2 Angle Margin for Rise-And-Set Times The rise time of a satel­
lite should occur when the satellite, at a given orbital height, crosses the horizon 
plane. In this case we set up another angle margin 9V as shown in figure(5.3) and 
simplified the calculation for it.
If the orbital radius of the satellite S  is a(= R p  H , where R  is the radius of 
the Earth and H  is the satellite orbital height) then (see Vallado[70]):
Rcos 9V — —- (5.13)
a
We therefore wish to estimate the times when the satellite reaches the target 
longitude within ±BV. However, because this a simplified calculation for satellite 
longitudinal angle margin, we reduce R by a fixed fraction to avoid missing some 
low passes.
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5.2.2 Adding Secular Perturbations
A satellite under the influence of an inverse square gravitational law has tru ly  
constant orbital elements. In reality, however, there is a gradual change in the 
orbital elements due to  the E a rth ’s oblateness. The principal effect of this is 
to introduce a short period oscillation of the orbital elements, which we can 
ignore in most cases. The argum ent of perigee, to, and longitude of the ascending 
node, Ll, however, experience a secular drift which significantly changes the long 
term  prediction of m aximum elevation angle. We can adopt the m ethod we have 
outlined in section 2.1 to take proper account of all these secular variations. In 
the following description we will introduce the formulae for satellite maximum 
elevation angle prediction, while the procedure for satellite rise-and-set times is 
similar to  this.
F irstly  we can easily add secular perturbations to the coarse search procedure 
for the effect on argum ent of la titude A which changes the nodal period of satellite 
comes back to  the same TLL:
A =  a ( l  +  k) (5.14)
where k is the coefficient of secular drifts in the epicycle equations[29] and epicycle 
phase a  = nt. So there is a change in a  for each TLL crossing of Ao: =  27t/(1+«).
The second effect is the precession of the orbital plane (12). This moves the 
ta rge t away from the orbital plane (f2 >  0). We can incorporate this effect into 
the ro tation  rate  of the E arth.
b^eff ~  Ll (5.15)
In the epicycle description of the orbit [29], the variation in Ll is expressed as:
Ll — JT2q T  (5.16)
where 6 is the secular coefficient of plane precession[29]. Hence Ll =  On
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We can incorporate these results into equations (5.1) and (5.2) for the coarse 
search to get:
A n -
A v  =  (w© — 9 n )N   (5.17)
n
Therefore:
A v  n(l +  k)
N  =
2ir (a/0 — 9n)
5.2.3 Accounting for Drag
(5.18)
Gravity is not the only force acting on the satellite. The other most important 
effect comes from the Earth’s atmosphere, which still has a significant effect on 
orbits up to altitudes as high as 1000 km. Because most of our Earth observation 
satellites orbit at altitudes lower than this, we need to consider the effects of 
atmospheric drag. Drag is very difficult to model because of the many factors 
affecting the Earth’s upper atmosphere and the satellite’s attitude which affects 
the cross sectional area. In this thesis, we only consider the effect of drag on the 
satellite’s argument of lattitude for the coarse search and include the effect on r 
in the refinement In order to test our result, the SGP4 model[13] has been used 
for drag modelling.
The effect of drag on the argument of latitude can be incorporated into the 
epicycle equations as:
A = a ( l  +  re) +  1.5 B a 2 (5.19)
where B  is the drag coefficient.
We start by finding the change in the epicycle phase a  over one nodal period. 
By setting A to be 27r we find the solution for a(=A a) from equation (5.19):
47T 1Aa =   ; (5.20)
1 ~h K 1 -f- \ / l  H~ 127tP
Using this in equation (5.17) we obtain:
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N  = ~  I (5.21)
Ack \(v® — On J
This completes our discussion of the coarse search where we have included 
the secular perturbations and atmospheric drag.
5.3 Refining the E stim ates o f M axim um  Eleva­
tion  & R ise-A nd-Set Tim es
Having estim ated the approach tim e to the target a t TLL, we now need a pro­
cedure th a t will refine this estim ate to  an application set tolerance. For this we 
extend Escobars[l](pp.l62-174) approach to  determ ine the maximum elevation 
angle, by introducing a new controlling equation based on the epicycle equations.
Figure 5.8: The geometry of ground target (T) and satellite (S ) in EC EF co 
ordinate.
In figure(5.8), we show the geometry of a  satellite pass. The ta rge t ground 
station, T , is located on the surface of an oblate E arth , and the vector zt  is 
the local norm al to the ground target surface. The position of the satellite is
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S . We have the position of both  the ta rge t and the satellite in E arth  centred, 
E arth  fixed (ECEF) coordinates[9] expressed in r , / ,  £2, A, a  from the epicycle 
equations, from which we com pute the  slant vector P :
P  =  X5 -  XT (5.22)
This gives the position of the satellite as seen from the target. The elevation 
angle is the angle measured from the horizon up to the satellite. If this angle is 
h, then:
P ■ ZT = P  sin h (5.23)
Therefore, we nam e a new controlling equation:
F (a )  =  sin h =  (5-24)
F  is a function of a only through Xs while Zt  and Xy are constant vectors in
the  EC EF coordinate system. Xs varies w ith a  bo th  because the satellite moves
along its  orbits and through the E a rth ’s ro tation  in the transform ation from ECI
to  EC EF coordinates. It is obvious th a t the  m aximal and zero points of the
elevation angle h represents the maxim al and zero of function F (a )  respectively.
Therefore, to  find the maximum elevation angle we ju s t need to  find a max such 
dF
th a t —— (a ma;c) =  0, in which case we take the derivative of F (a )  and the solution 
da
should represent the satellite m axim um  elevation time.
5.3.1 Computation of Satellite location X#
The epicycle equations which express (r, / ,  £2, A) as functions of tim e can be 
w ritten  as:
r =  a (l P  p) — A co s(a  — ap) P  a xsh i/3  P  a A r cos2/3 — 2BP  (5.25) 
I  =  I q +  A /( l  — cos 2a) (5.26)
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O — f20 T  O o l  -}- A f i  sin 2o i  
2 A
A =  (3 H [sin(a — CKp) +  sin ap]
(X
-  2 x (l — cos/?) +  Ax sin 2/3 +  x-B/32
(5.27)
(5.28)
where we have included the effects of atmospheric drag [paper in preparation],
and
/? =  (! +  K,)a (5.29)
p, k and 0 are the coefficients for secular perturbation; x  1S l°nS periodic per­
turbation coefficients; A represents the short periodic terms.
Y
Figure 5.9: ECI coordinate(X,Y,Z) and orbital plane coordinate^,77, J).
We define the satellite position (£, 7 7 )  (see figure(5.9)) on the orbital plane 
using Cartesian co-ordinates with the £ axis along the ascending node of the 
orbit. Hence:
£ =  r cos A 
77 =  r sin A
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X s can be expressed in EC E F coordinates as X# =  (A g, Y^, A^), where:
X e =  £ cos(z/ — Q) +  rj cos I  sin(z/ — Q)
< Ye  =  —£ sin(^ — Q) -{- 77 cos /  cos(z/ — Q) (5.30)
P’s  =  ?7sin JV
and v  is the local ephemeris tim e (the angle between the first point of Aries 7
and the X e  axis in the EC EF frame). These equations together describe the
dependence of F  on a .
5.4 Elem ents Set Conversion from SG P4 to  EPI
W hen we are using Epicycle theory, one thing should be noticed, which is, Epi­
cycle formulas are using Epicycle elements. In general, Epicycle elements (satel­
lite orbital elements a t equator crossing), which initialise the analysis process, 
comes from the real tim e GPS d a ta  onboard satellite. If we want to  use these 
elements we need to  download them  from the satellite regularly. However, for 
example, if remote user wants more updated  satellite inform ation, another option 
to  process our prediction is to use NORAD element sets. So far, the only available 
accurate and frequent satellite orbit elements source is NORAD element sets ac­
quired by NASA. I t can be achieved by public Internet access for free. However, 
the NORAD element sets are defined for SGP4 model as we have m entioned in 
C hapter 3, thus such NORAD elements can not be fed into epicycle analysis 
directly. In this research work, we also investigated the relationship between 
SGP4 model and Epicycle approach, and thereafter the conversion from NORAD 
elements to  Epicycle elements are deduced. In next subsection, we describe the 
conversion for the orbital elements of SGP4 model to  those in Epicycle approach.
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5 .4 !  Element sets Conversion
As we introduced in Chapter 3, NORAD [14] maintains general perturbation 
element sets for all resident space objects. These element sets are periodically 
refined so as to maintain a reasonable prediction capability on all space objects. 
In turn, these element sets are provided to users. The NORAD element sets are 
“mean” values obtained by removing periodic variations in a particular way. In 
order to obtain good predictions, these periodic variations must be reconstruc­
ted (by the prediction model) in exactly the same way they were removed by 
NORAD. Hence, inputting NORAD element sets into a different model (even 
though the model may be more accurate, such as a numerical integrator) will res­
ult in degraded predictions. The NORAD element set can only be used with one 
of the models described in [13]. They are currently provided for the SGP4 users, 
for whom the value of the mean motion is slightly altered and a pseudo-drag 
term (n/2) is generated. The element set comprises of {njv, ejy, zjv, £2w, u N, Mjy} 
which are the mean motion, eccentricity, inclination, right ascension of ascending 
node, argument of perigee and mean anomaly at the epoch.
In the epicycle formulation, the satellite orbits around an axisymmetric Earth 
model, and therefore energy is conserved. This is used to define the semi-major 
axis of the orbit. This is a constant along the orbit, and corresponds to the mean 
orbital radius used in SGP4. Hence we can determine the semi-major axis from:
.  =  (5.31)
where s is the specific orbital energy of the satellite and p  is the gravitational 
parameter. This is related to the NORAD mean motion through:
aE = \3 —  (5.32)
V n N
The inclination and ascending node define an osculating orbital plane which 
contains the position and velocity vectors of the satellite, rather than a mean
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orbital plane as used in SGP4. We can relate the epicycle param eters 
to the NORAD param eters by incorporating the short periodic variations of the 
osculating orbital plane:
3 f  R  \  2
i s  =  In  ~  ~  ) sin27gcos2a:o (5.33)
8  \  CL /
3 /  R \  2
D e = D n P - J 2 \ —j  cosijjsin2a0 (5.34)
where o:o is related to the m ean anom aly along the orbit. The epicycle phase a  is 
measured from the ascending node of the satellite’s orbit and so is approxim ately 
given by a  = upj +  Mjv, where a  =  n ^ t
There are two corrections which m ust be taken into account in determ ining 
qj0. The first is due to the eccentricity of the orbit, and the second is a small
0 ( J 3) correction which gives a long periodic variation to the eccentricity. We
incorporate these corrections into ao as follows:
rto =  Wjv +  M n  +  sinz^cosaio +  ejvsin(a0 — o>P) (5.35)
where a P is the epicycle phase a t perigee passage. This is taken to  be:
otP — W/v (5.36)
We need to  solve equations (5.33) and (5.35) simultaneously to  find the epi­
cycle param eters ip and a 0- Once these have been solved for we can find
The remaining param eter in the  epicycle formulation is the eccentricity. Since 
we have incorporated the long periodic effects into a 0, then the eccentricity is 
ju st
eo — (5 .3 7 )
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This completes the determ ination of the epicycle param eter set: {a#, eg, ig , Q#, ap , 
The results of accuracy of this conversion to  the  epicycle element set are shown 
in C hapter 6.
Chapter 6
Perform ance o f FP SC A
6.1 R esults for T w o-body and Secular Perturb­
ation Expansion
For m any practical problems, the approxim ation of two-body motion is sufficient, 
especially if two closely neighbouring points on a tra jectory  are under investiga­
tion. However, in our case for the long te rm  satellite passes prediction, we cannot 
ignore the cumulative effect of the gradual variation of elements from their two- 
body values in order to  achieve the required accuracy for satellite imaging and 
communication. In figure(6.1) we show the prediction of our m ethod compared 
with the SGP4 model[13], the diamonds clearly indicate th a t only after a few 
hours the tim ing error of our prediction based on two-body theory is already up 
to 8 seconds, and w ithin one day the tim ing error is around one minute! Images 
from PoSAT cover an area 150 x 100km on the ground[9] which means th a t the 
prediction tim ing errors should be a t least w ithin 7 seconds (1 second corres­
ponds to approxim ately 7km ground track) to  keep the target w ithin the image. 
The two-body prediction is therefore only adequate for image capture w ithin 2~3 
hours.
To reduce the tim ing errors, we have included the secular effects into our
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Figure 6.1: The diamonds show the timing error of the two-body prediction
when compared with the SGP4 model, while the squares show the error when J2
\
is incorporated.
coarse search. Unlike Escobal’s original controlling equation our function F (a) 
not only includes secular drift but also has short-and-long periodic perturbations 
taken into account. We present in table(G.l) a comparison of the epicycle pre­
diction with an accurate propagator[31] to look at the timing errors from the 
prediction when atmospheric drag is ignored. This table shows that the timing 
errors are as small as 0.15 seconds for a look-ahead time of almost 300 days.
In figure(6.2) we show a comparison of our prediction with SGP4. Using an 
exhaustive search approach we see that the timing difference between our method 
and SGP4 is less than one second for two months look-ahead time. As we[55] 
pointed out , when atmospheric drag can be ignored the difference between our 
prediction and SGP4 arises from the fact that the accuracy of SGP4 is only 10~6 
and there is a small drift of A between the epicycle equations and SGP4 which 
builds up to a significant error. This demonstrates that over a look-ahead time 
of a few days, when drag effects can be ignored, we have achieved the prediction 
timing accuracy required by the high resolution camera on UoSat-12[52].
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Look-ahead Time [day] Timing Error [sec]
0.96 8.7e-3
4.53 2.2e-2
9.26 3.8e-2
298.99 1.5e-l
Table 6.1: Table of timing errors as a function of look-ahead time, comparing the 
predictions with an accurate orbit propagator.
6.2 R esults for Drag C om pensation
We next consider the drag compensation that we introduced in section 2. In 
figure(6.3), we show the timing errors compared with SGP4, now with drag in­
cluded in the model. Both predictions are based on the same set of initial con­
ditions taken for the same NORAD [14] file and the predictions extend over 100 
days. With a look-ahead time of 100 days, the timing error has now been reduced 
to about 2 seconds, while without drag compensation, for the same accuracy level, 
the look-ahead time is only one week. So for PoSAT with a typical small satellite 
remote sensing camera, we can predict imaging opportunities for up to 100 days 
ahead and for UoSat-12 which has a high resolution camera onboard, we can 
predict imaging opportunities for up to one month with sufficient accuracy.
To remove the drift errors in SGP4 we performed one last experiment where we 
compared the predictions of our algorithm with itself, using two different NORAD 
files. The separation in time between the two NORAD files was anything up to 
40 days, and the timing errors for the SAME pass are shown in figure(6.4). One 
of these predictions was based upon a NORAD data set from just before the 
pass. The dates used for this experiment were from May to July of 1997. The 
variability in prediction time is due to the variability of atmospheric drag.
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Figure 6.2: Tim ing errors when short and long variations are included, when 
com pared with SGP4.
Current Programme Proposed Method
SGP4 two-body h
estim ation refining estim ation refining
786sec 1.71sec 2.86sec 1.86sec 3.71sec
Table 6.2: Processing tim e on a Pentium  II, averaged over 10,000 experiments.
The algorithm  is several order of m agnitude faster to  run than  the exhaustive 
search using SGP4 we have employed. In table(6,2) we present some timings 
for the estim ation on a Pentium  II. These tim ings are sufficiently short for this 
algorithm  to  be used on hand held receivers and are sufficiently accurate to control 
imaging devices on satellites.
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Figure 6.3: Timing errors when atmospheric drag is included, when comparing 
with SGP4.
6.3 R esults for E lem ents Set Conversion
In order to determine the accuracy of the conversion to the epicycle element set 
we proceeded as follows. Using the SGP4 propagator we computed the satellite 
position and velocity at future times. In the epicycle formulation the location 
of the satellite is given by the redundant set of co-ordinates (r, A, i, Ll) where 
r is the radial distance of the satellite from the centre of the Earth and A is 
the argument of latitude measured on the orbital plane. We can access these 
quantities inside SGP4 as r, i , Ll are all computed in the SGP4 iteration, and A 
is equated to the internal variable u. We compare the elements i and with 
the predictions using the epicycle equations. The results of this comparison are 
presented in figures(6.5) and (6.6).
These figures show agreement of the orbital inclination to within 10-7  radians 
over elapsed times of 7 days. The right ascension of the ascending node has a 
secular drift due to differences in the computation of the secular drift. The 
magnitude of the difference in ascending node is less than 10“4 radians after
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Figure 6.4: The prediction errors of a single pass using our method, for look-ahead 
times of up to 40 days using NORAD data at different epochs.
1 week, which corresponds to an error in the drift rate of 10~10 radians per 
second. This confirms a high level of agreement between SGP4 and the epicycle 
formulation for the orbital plane.
We next compared the position of the satellite on the orbital plane (r, A). We 
present the results of this comparison in figures(6 .8) and (6.7).
Again we see a secular drift in the argument of latitude. This arises from the 
secular variation of the argument of perigee due to the Earth’s oblateness. The 
level of error in argument of latitude after 7 days is roughly 1CT4 radians which 
shows a similar level of error in the secular term to that found in the ascending 
node.
We note that the argument of latitude has a constant offset error when com­
pared with SGP4 of order 10~4 radians. Unlike the secular term discussed above, 
this error does not grow in time, and so represents an acceptable error. We spent 
some time analysing where this error came from and concluded that it arose from 
the determination of the mean anomaly in SGP4. The argument of perigee is
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Figure 6.5: Inclination Comparison
determined with the inclusion of J4 & J22 terms, but the mean anomaly only 
includes the J22 term. Looking back at the original derivation of these formulae 
in Brouwer’s paper[21], shows a J4 term should have been included. The effect 
of this missing term, however, is negligibly small.
Finally, we compared the orbital radius between SGP4 and the epicycle equa­
tions, and we present the results of this comparison in figure(6.8). From this 
graph we see that the difference in orbital radius between the two models is on 
the order of 1 ~  30 meters and this discrepancy exists right at the initial epoch. 
A satellite in LEO has a radial distance from Earth of about 7000 km, and so a 
1 ^  30 meter error corresponds to 10~6 error in precision. We again investigated 
the SGP4 model and found that when SGP4 calculates the orbital radius it only 
includes a «/22 term but no J4 term. We believe the exclusion of the J4term causes 
this 10~6 error.
We did try to verify the semi-major axis of the orbit by computing the orbital 
energy in SGP4 and deriving the semi major axis from equation(5.31). We found, 
however, that the energy is not conserved in SGP4 and that the variation in the
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Figure 6.6: Ascending Node Comparison
energy was of order 10-6 . This small energy error arises from the missing J 4 
term s. Since SGP4 is a single precision propagator, then th is level of error is 
consistent w ith the machine accuracy.
6.4 Conclusion and D iscussion
In previous and this chapter, we have introduced a new m ethod to  predict the 
passes of satellite closest approach to  a specific target on the ground which is 
useful for satellite nadir tracking and solving the satellite visibility problem. We 
have firstly described a coarse search phase of this m ethod including two-body 
motion, secular pertu rbation  and atm ospheric drag. We have then described the 
second phase -  refinement, which uses a further developed controlling equation 
F (a )  =  0 based on the epicycle equations. We have shown th a t ignoring drag 
effects, we can achieve tim ing accuracies of 1 second for look-ahead times of 
60days. W hen drag com pensation is included, we provide sufficiently accurate 
tim ing estim ates for over 100 days ahead. For most imaging and com munication
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Figure 6.7: Argument of Latitude Comparison
applications using small satellites, this is sufficient. For high resolution imaging, 
look-ahead time is reduced to about one month.
Although we have shown that particularly as we approach solar maximum, 
the variability of atmospheric drag degrades performance, it is still adequate to 
predict imaging times to within 1-2 seconds over a timescale of a month. Estim­
ates can be automatically updated during this interval to monitor the stability 
of the image capture time, and hence remove the effects of the uncertainty in the 
drag parameters.
We have also shown how to translate NORAD elements, which are freely avail­
able for all traded satellites over the Internet, to epicycle elements. Hence this 
method can be used by any system that has access to these NORAD files, we 
have investigated the SGP4 model and compared it with the epicycle formulation 
for satellite orbits. We have shown that SGP4 is only formulated to single preci­
sion accuracy, and cannot be extended to higher accuracy without the addition 
of more complexity in the formulae used. We have shown how to convert the 
NORAD element set into epicycle parameters used in the analytic epicycle for-
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Figure 6.8: O rbital Radius Comparison
m ulation of an orbit. This formulation is accurate to 10-7 and can be extended 
to  higher levels of accuracy if required. We have shown th a t the correspondence 
between the NORAD elements and the epicycle param eters provides high levels 
of accuracy in satellite prediction over a timescale of 7 days.
Chapter 7 
Q ueueing Theory
7.1 O verview
7.1.1 W hat is a queueing system
In today’s high-tech and inform ation-age, the  sharing of resources and hence 
waiting in queues is a common phenom enon th a t occurs in every area of our life.
The ability to analyse and predict the stochastic behaviour of queues is highly 
desirable and is a key to  be tte r u tilisation of resources. The modelling and ana­
lysis of a waiting queue or a collection of queues belongs rightfully to a discipline 
in Operations Research called Queueing Theory. Besides simulation, queueing 
theory is the prim ary methodological framework for evaluating performance and 
serves as a tool in the initial stage of system design.
I t is ra ther difficult to  define precisely w hat ‘queueing theory’ includes. The 
classic prototype problem is the following: customers arrive a t a service pvriut 
a t certain tim es (eg a t a bank counter, an air ticket counter or a highway in­
tersection). The service facility requires a certain tim e to  serve each customer 
bu t is capable of serving only a finite num ber of customers a t any one time. If 
customers arrive faster than  the facility can serve them , customers m ust wait in 
a queue. Typically, bo th  the custom er arrivals and the service tim es they require
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are specified by given probability distributions. One wishes to relate the delays 
in queue, queue lengths, etc., to the given properties of the arrivals and service. 
In practical applications one frequently wishes further to compare the operation 
of several possible modes of operation with regard to its type of service, cost, etc. 
A schematic of a typical queue is shown below:
7.1.2 W hat has Queueing Theory been applied to
There are many well-known, common, but nontrivial, areas of application for the 
theory of queues[81]. Let us just bring up a few of the more widely known ones 
here. The first to be mentioned is, in fact, the original application: telephone 
conversations. The first work of any great significance that dealt with a real 
waiting -line situation was the work of A. K. Erlang begun in 1909[68]. He was 
an employee of the Danish Telephone Company in Copenhagen, and his work 
was the application of established techniques of probability to the problem of 
determining the optimum number of telephone lines to handle prescribed call 
frequencies. To look at telephone conversations as a waiting line, Erlang had 
to first define what would be meant by arrivals and servers, and in fact, what 
would be the waiting line itself. For telephone calls the arrival are just the calls 
themselves, so the sequence of calls in time would form the input stream, and 
the duration of each call is the service time. The frequency of these calls might 
be difficult to measure, because sometimes calls may find a busy signal and it 
may not be know whether these were legitimate calls. But in the end, the actual 
number of cables that a telephone company uses is determined by an application
Jobs
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Figure 7.1: Queueing System Diagram
of these kinds of results. In particular, it might be desired that busy signals occur 
only 5% of the time. So one would find the number of channels that would serve 
this multiple-channel queueing system and leave a customer waiting 5% of the 
time on the average. The servers are therefore the circuits or the telephone lines 
themselves, and the queue (waiting line) is the collection of uncompleted calls 
where the caller hears a busy signal and hangs up. This can be construed as a 
situation in which there is no waiting room, with customers who find busy signals 
forced to reenter the input stream. On the other hand, these same callers might 
be considered to wait until they succeed in finding a free line.
Telephony remained the principal application of the theory until around 1950. 
Since then, however numerous other applications have been found.
(a) Some examples where we encounter queueing, such as waiting to cash a 
check in the bank - as a matter of fact, any situation where we need to stand in 
line to obtain service from some server[82] [86].
(b) Computer Networks - data packets/messages get forwarded from source to 
destination, possibly through one or more intermediate nodes. Queueing would 
arise at each such point where buffering and forwarding is done[83][84][85],
(c) Computer Systems - here the computing and other jobs in the system 
require service from one or more system resources giving rise to a queueing type 
model [87] [88].
7.1.3 The Output of Queueing Theory
The goal of Queueing Theory is to provide a measure of performance and effect­
iveness of a queue system. Basically, the most interesting output we are looking 
for is the system state, or the number of customers, in the queue. In other partic­
ular cases, parameters such as waiting time for a customer, the length of a busy 
period (the continuous interval during which the server is busy) and the length 
of an idle period may also be pursued. All these quantities are random variables
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and thus we seek their complete probabilistic description (i.e., their probability 
distribution function). Usually, however, to give the distribution function is to 
give more information than one can easily make use of. Consequently, we often 
settle for the first few moments of the distribution.
7.2 M athem atical Fundam entals
It is not intended in this chapter to give a fine exposition of each of the related 
subjects but rather to serve only as a refresher and highlight some basic concepts 
and important results in those related topics.
7.2.1 Poisson Distribution & Exponential Distribution
The Poisson process is central to physical process modelling and plays a pivotal 
role in classical queueing theory. In most of the elementary queueing systems, the 
inter-arrival times and service times are assumed to be exponentially distributed 
or, equivalently, the arrival and service processes are assumed to be Poisson as 
we shall see later in the section. The reason for its important use lies in the fact 
that it possesses a number of marvelous probabilistic properties that give rise to 
many elegant queueing results. Secondly it also closely resembles the behaviour 
of numerous physical phenomena and is considered to be a good model for an 
arriving process that involves a large number of similar and independent users.
Owing to the important role of the Poisson process in our subsequent model­
ling of arrival processes to a queueing system, we will take a closer look at it and 
examine some of its properties in this section.
A Poisson process is a counting process for the number of randomly occurring 
point-events observed in a given time interval (0,t)  as shown in figure(7.2[57]). 
It can also be described as the limiting case of placing at random, k points in the 
time interval of (0,£).
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Figure 7.2: Poisson point events
If a random  variable N (t) th a t counts the number of point events in an interval 
of tim e t is distributed according to  the Poisson distribution, its m athem atical 
probability expression is shown below:
P [N (t) =  k] =  (7.1)
rC!
Here At  is the mean of a Poisson random  variable and physically it represents 
the average number of occurrences of the event in a tim e interval t, hence A can 
be interpreted as a rate.
The Poisson process has several interpretations and acquires different per­
spectives depending on which angle we look a t it. For example, we can consider 
an arrival process {N (t), t  > 0}, where N (t)  denotes the to ta l num ber of ar­
rivals up to tim e t, w ith N (0) =  0. If this process satisfies the following three 
assumptions, then it is a Poisson process.
(i) The probability th a t an arrival occurs between tim e t and tim e t  P  A t  
is equal to A A t  P  o(At), where A is a constant independent of N (t), A t  is an 
incremental element, and o(A t) denotes a quantity  th a t becomes negligible when 
compared to  A t  as A t -P 0; th a t is,
o(At) 
lim  -A- — -  =  0 At—i-o A t
(ii) Pr{m ore th an  one arrival between t  and t  P  At}= o(A t)\
(iii)The numbers of arrivals in non-overlapping intervals are statistically  in­
dependent; th a t is, the process has independent increments.
Poisson processes have a number of interesting additional properties. One 
of the most important is the fact that the number of occurrences in intervals of 
equal width are identically distributed (stationary increments). In particular, for 
t  > 5 , N {t) — N (s) is identically distributed as N (t + h) — N (s  4  h) for arbitrary 
h , with frequency function
s) =  c - A t t - . )  [ * ( * - * ) ] "
ra!
This can easily be seen by the following argument. Since a Poisson has in­
dependent increments [assumption iii], there is no loss of generality if N (s) and 
N (s  4- h) are assumed to be zero. Then if the Poisson derivation is carried out 
for both N (t)  and N (t + h) under assumptions i, ii, and iii, the foregoing formula 
results for each.
We can also work out that if the arrival process follows the Poisson distri­
bution, an associated random variable defined as the time between successive 
arrivals (inter-arrival time) follows the exponential distribution. Let T  be the 
random variable “time between successive arrivals”; then
P r{ T  > t}  = P r{zero arrivals in time t} = Po(t) =  e~xt
Letting A(t) represent the cumulative distribution function of T, we have
A(t) = P r { T  < t}  =  1 -  e~A*
The density function, a(i), then is given by
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a{t)  =  =  Ae~A1
Thus T has the exponential distribution with mean 1/A. We would intuitively 
expect the mean time between arrivals to be 1/A if the mean arrival rate is A. Our
analysis substantiates this. It can also be shown that if the inter-arrival times 
are independent and have the same exponential distribution, then the arrival rate 
follows the Poisson distribution.
The Poisson/exponential arrival process derived here is sometimes referred 
to as completely random arrivals. Although one might think that completely 
random would allude to some sort of haphazard arrival process or a uniform 
distribution for inter-arrival times, when encountered in queueing literature it 
specifically refers to the Poisson arrival rate-exponential inter-arrival time pat­
tern.
7.2.2 Markov Chain
It is not necessary to review all of the concepts and theorems associated with 
Markov chains since there are a lot of detailed descriptions in textbooks[59]. Our 
intent here is only to highlight some of the important theorems which are closely 
related to subsequent queueing applications.
Let’s consider a sequence of random variables, { X n)n  =  0 ,1,2, ...|Xn = 
0, 1, 2 ...}, if it forms a Markov chain with discrete parameter space, then for 
all n we will have,
P i { X n )  |Xo to, X} fy ,..., =  tn_i} — P r { X n — j |X n_i ■— in—1 }
in non mathematical words Markov chain means, the future probabilistic devel­
opment of the chain depends only its current state and not on how the chain has 
arrived at the current state.
If the value of the random variable X n is j , then the system is said to be in 
state j  after n  steps or transitions. Then we call the conditional probabilities 
Pr{Xn =  j \ X n_i = z} the single-step transition probabilities or just transition 
probabilities.
THEOREM 7.1 [80]: A discrete Markov chain X n that is irreducible, aperiodic 
and time-homogeneous is said to be ergodic. For an ergodic Markov chain, the
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lim iting probability:
78
Hm P r { X n =  j }  =  7Tj j  =  0 ,1 ,2 ...
always exist and are independent of the initial s ta te  probability distribution. 
The stationary  probabilities 7Tj are uniquely determ ined through the following 
equations:
CO
(7-2)
•=0
and
CO
E ^  =  1 (7.3)
i=0
We would like to  further explain some of the term s used in Theorem  7.1. An 
irreducible Markov chain is one which has only one closed set th a t comprises 
all the states, and hence a  s ta te  i can be reached from any other s ta te  j .  If a 
Markov chain only returns to  a particu lar s ta te  (say i) after n r(n = l,2 ,.. .)  steps, 
then  th a t Markov chain is said to  be periodic w ith period r .  In an irreducible 
Markov chain, all states are either all aperiodic or all periodic w ith the same 
period.
Note th a t, among other things, an ergodic chain possesses identical stationary  
and lim iting distributions, commonly known as steady state probabilities.
It is im portan t to  highlight here th a t the exponential distribution or Poisson 
process has the Markov or memoryless property. To explain this property  in 
words, suppose service tim es were exponentially distributed. This property states 
th a t the probability th a t a custom er currently in service is completed a t some 
future tim e t  is independent of how long he has already been in service. This is 
why it is memoryless.
7.2.3 Composition of a Queue
7.2.3.1 Parameters to Describe a Queue
Five basic characteristics of queueing processes are explored in this section. These 
are as follows:
(i) Arrival pa tte rn  of customers.
(ii)Service p a tte rn  of servers.
(iii) Queue discipline.
(iv) System capacity.
(v) Number of service channels.
In most cases, these five basic characteristics provide an adequate description 
of a queueing system.
Arrival Pattern of Customers The arrival pa ttern  or input to  a queueing 
system is often measured in term s of the average num ber of arrivals per some unit 
of tim e (mean arrival rate) or by the average tim e between successive arrivals 
(mean inter-arrival time). Since these quantities are clearly related, either one 
of these measures suffices in describing the system input. In the event th a t the 
stream  of input is determ inistic (completely known and thus void of uncertain ty), 
then the arrival pa tte rn  is fully determ ined by either the mean arrival ra te  or the 
mean inter-arrival time. On the other hand, if there is uncertainty in the arrival 
pa ttern  (often referred to  as random , probabilistic, or stochastic), then these 
mean values provide only measures of central tendency for the input process, and 
further characterisation is required in the form of the probability distribution 
associated w ith this random  process.
A nother factor of interest concerning the input process is the possibility th a t 
arrivals come in batches instead of one a t a time. In the event th a t more than  
one arrival can enter the system simultaneously (entering the system does not 
necessarily m ean entering into service, bu t may instead require joining the line 
when im m ediate service is not available), the input is said to  occur in bulk or
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batches. In the bulk-arrival situation, not only may the time between successive 
arrivals of the batches be probabilistic, but also the number of customers in a 
batch (the batch size).
Service Patterns of Servers Much of the discussion above concerning the 
arrival pattern is appropriate in discussing service patterns. For example, service 
patterns can also be described by a rate (number of customers served per some 
unit of time) or as a time (time required to service a customer). One important 
difference exists, however, between service and arrivals. When one speaks about 
service rate or service time, these terms are conditioned on the fact that the 
system is not empty; that is, there is someone in the system requiring service. If 
the system is empty, the service facility is idle. Service may also be deterministic 
or probabilistic; hence in the latter case the probability distributions associated 
with service are conditional, based on a nonempty system.
Service may also be single or batch. One generally thinks of one customer 
being served at a time by a given server, but there are many situations where 
customers may be served simultaneously by the same server, such as a computer 
with parallel processing, sightseers on a guided tour, or people boarding a train.
Queue Discipline Queue discipline refers to the manner by which customers 
are selected for service when a queue has formed. The most common discipline 
that can be observed in everyday life is first come, first served or first in, first 
out(FIFO). However, this is certainly not the only possible queue discipline. Some 
others in common usage are last in, first out (LIFO), which is applicable to many 
inventory systems when there is no obsolescence of stored units as it is easier 
to reach the nearest items which are the last in; selection for service in random 
order independent of the time of arrival to the queue (SIRO); and a variety of 
priority schemes, where customers are given priorities upon entering the system, 
the ones with higher priorities to be selected for service ahead of those with lower 
priorities, regardless of their time of arrival to the system.
System Capacity In some queueing processes there is a physical limitation
to the am ount of waiting room, so th a t when the line reaches a certain length, no 
further customers are allowed to  enter until space becomes available by a service 
completion. These are referred to  as finite queueing situations, th a t is, there is a 
finite lim it to  the maximum queue size.
Number of Service Channels The num ber of service channels refers to  the 
num ber of parallel service stations which can service customers simultaneously. 
F igure(7T) depicts a  single-channel system, while figure(7.3) show two variations 
of m ultiple-channel systems. The two m ultichannel systems differ in th a t the first 
has a single queue, while the second allows a queue for each channel. A barber 
shop w ith many chairs is an example of the first type of multichannel system 
(assuming no customer is waiting for any particular barber), while a superm arket 
fits the second description. It is generally assumed th a t the service mechanisms 
of parallel channels operate independently of each other.
o  *-
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F igure 7.3: Multichannel Queueing System
7.2.3.2 Kendall notation
As a shorthand in describing a queueing process, a notation has evolved, due 
for the m ost p art to  Kendall[67], which is now rather standard throughout the 
queueing literature. A queueing process is described by a series of symbols and
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Characteristics Symbol Explanations
Interarrival-time M Exponential
distribution(A) D Deterministic
E k Erlang type k (k =  1,2,...)
G I General independent
Service-time M Exponential
distribution(S) D Deterministic
Ek Erlang type k
G General
Number of parallel 1,2,...,oo
servers (A)
Restriction on system l,2,...,oo
capacity (Y )
Queue discipline (Z) FIFO First in, first out
LIFO Last in, first out
SIRO Service in random order
PRI Priority
GD General discipline
Table 7.1: Queueing Notation[57]
slashes such as A / B / X / Y / Z , where A  indicates in some way the inter-arrival- 
time distribution, B  the service pattern as described by the probability distribu­
tion for service time, X  the number of parallel service channels, Y  the restric­
tion on system capacity, and Z  the queue discipline. Some standard symbols 
for these characteristics are presented in table(7.1). For example, the notation 
M /D /2 /o o /F IF O  indicates a queueing process with exponential inter-arrival 
times, deterministic service times, two parallel servers, no restriction on the max­
imum number allowed in the system, and first-in, first-out queue discipline.
In many situations only the first three symbols are used. Current practice is to 
omit the service-capacity symbol if no restriction is imposed (Y = oo) and to omit 
the queue discipline if it is first in, first out (Y=FIFO). Thus M /D /2  would be 
used to represent a queueing system with exponential input, deterministic service, 
two servers, no limit on system capacity, and first-come, first-served discipline.
The symbols in table(7.1) are, for the most part, self-explanatory; however, a
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few require further comment. The G I  and G symbols represent general probab­
ility distributions; that is, no assumption is made as to the precise form of the 
distribution. Results in these cases are applicable to any probability distribution. 
General independent requires that inter-arrival times be independent and identic­
ally distributed random variables. General service also requires that service times 
be independent as well as identically distributed, but the convention developed 
by Kendall[67] dropped the word independent when referring to service, probably 
to allow more freedom in notation and not to force the same letter(s) to be used 
twice. It may also appear strange that the symbol M  is used for exponential. 
The use of the symbol E , as one might expect, would be too confusing with Ek, 
which is used for the type k Erlang distribution. So M  is used instead, where 
the M  comes from the Markovian property of the exponential.
7.3 Typical Queues
In subsequent sections a couple of common queueing models will be outlined. 
We have no intent to give detailed derivation about these model and cover the 
complete result appearing in the literature. Among the measurements of effect­
iveness and performance described previously, only system states, or the length 
of the queue, will be outlined. This is because the fact that this output is the 
most important parameter in subsequent chapters. On the other hand, derivation 
of other output like waiting time or system busy period, in general, will involve 
complicated mathematical transformations.
7.3.1 M /M /1: The Classical Queueing System
7.3.1.1 Steady-State Solution for the M /M /1  Model
We first start the analysis by attempting to find the sate probabilities (pn( )^} for 
the single-channel Poisson input and exponential service model in which there is
no limit on system capacity and customers are served on a first-in, first-out basis.
Before proceeding with the first step, let us first consider the arrival and 
service mechanisms. The density functions for the inter-arrival times and service 
times are given, respectively, as
f a ft) = Xe~xt
(7-4)
I b{t) = p e "#
where 1/A is the mean inter-arrival time and 1 / p  the mean service time. Inter­
arrival times, as well as service times, are assumed to be statistically independent. 
Since inter-arrival and service times are exponential, and arrival and conditional 
service rates Poisson, we have
P r  { an arrival occurs in an infinitesimal interval of length At} — AAt 4- o(At) 
P r  { more than one arrival occurs in At} =  o(At)
P r  { a service completion in At| system not empty} =  p A t  +  o(At)
P r { more than one service completion in At| more than one in system} =  o(At)
Now we will write the difference equation for pn(t). We first consider how 
the system can get to state E n (we consider system state as the number in the 
system, so that E n indicates that n are in the system) at time t +  A t. We know, 
however, that the probability of more than one arrival in A t  or more than one 
service completion in A t  is given by o(At). Thus we need consider explicitly the 
cases where, at most, only one arrival and /  or one service completion occurs 
during A t. We assume for the time being that n > 1. We can write, therefore, 
that
Pr{system is in En at time t +  A t}= P v(system is in En at time t and no 
arrivals occur during A t  and no service is completed during A t}
-fPrjsystem is in En at time t and one arrival occurs during A t  and one 
service is completed during A t}
+Pr{system is in E n+1 at time t and one service completion occurs during A t  
and no arrivals occur during A t}
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+Pr{system is in E n-1 at time t and one arrival occurs during A t  and no 
service completions occur during At}+o(At).
Because inter-arrival and service times are distributed exponentially, it is not 
necessary to know how long since the last arrival or how long the current customer 
in service has been there. We are thus able to write that
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pn(t +  A t) — pn(0P- — AAt  + o(At)][l -  pAt +  o(At)] (7.5)
+ pn(t)[AAt][pAt]
+  Pn+i (0 [p^t +  o(At)] [1 -  AAt +  o( At)]
+ pn_x (0 [A At +  o( At)] [1 — fiA t +  o( At)]
T* o(At)
Combining all o(At) terms and realizing terms with (At)2 are also o(At), we 
can write
pn (t +  At) =  pn (t) [1 -  A At -  p At] +  pn+1 (t) \pA  t] (7.6)
+ pn_i(t)[AAt] +  o(At) (n > 1)
Since pn- i  does not exist for n — 0, equation(7.6) is invalid for n  =  0 and that
state must be considered separately. The system can be in E q at t +  At if it were
in E q at t and no arrivals came during At (no service is possible since the system
is empty), or the system can be in Ei at time t and have no arrivals but one
service completion in At. If the system is in any higher state at time t, multiple 
services would be required during At and the probability of this is o(At). Thus
p0(£ +  At) =  t^o(0[l A At -f- o(At)] (7.7)
+ Pi(t)[l — A At +  o(At)][/iAt +  o(At)] +  o(At)
=  po (t) [1 -  A At] +  pi (t) [pt At] +  o( At)
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The difference equations, then, for the M /M /1  model are given as
<
pn (t 4- A t)  =  pn (t) [1 -  A A t  -  pAt] +  pn+i (t ) [p At]
+ p n_i(i)[AAt] 4- o(Ai) (n >  1) (7-8)
p0(t 4  A t) — po(*)[l ~  A At] +  p i (t) [/i At] +  o(At)
If we divide through by A t  and take the  lim it as A t  -4  0, it is found th a t
To get the  steady-state solution for pn , the probability of n  customers in the 
system at an arb itrary  point of tim e after steady sta te  is reached, we take the 
lim it as t —> oo of equation(7.9). Let it be assumed for the tim e being th a t the 
steady-state solution exists. W hen pn(t) is independent of time, as it is in the 
steady state, dpn(t) /d t is zero, and equation(7.9) may be w ritten as
Once we have found out the steady s ta te  probability d istribution,the expected 
value of num ber of customers in the system, denoted by L, will be calculated
=  “ ( A +  P>)Pn(t)  +  M Pn+l ( f )
+Apn_ i(t) (n >  1) (7.9)
0 — — (A 4- p)pn 4- pPn+i +  Apn_i (n >  1) 
0 =  —Ap0 4  ppi
(7.10)
or
(7.11)
These equations can be solved in term s of p — X/p:
pn = pn{ 1 -  p) (7.12)
where the solution is only valid if p < 1, since all probabilities m ust be positive 
or zero.
straightforward using equation(7T3). L  is also called the measure of effectiveness.
00
L  =  Y , nPn (7.13)
n=0
oo
=  ( I - P ) S V 1
n=0
P
1 ~ P
A
p  — A
By using L ittle’s formula[78][79], the expected waiting tim e W  can be ex­
pressed as following:
W  =  \ l(7.14)
A
7.3.2 M /G / l  Queue
For the models trea ted  in this chapter, a Chapman-Kolmogorov analysis as in 
the previous section is not possible, since we no longer have a Markov process 
because of the relaxation of the exponential assum ption on inter-arrival times 
and /o r service times. However, for many of the models considered here, while 
we no longer have a Markov process, there is, nevertheless, im bedded within 
this non-Markov stochastic process a Markov chain (referred to  as an imbedded 
Markov chain). For these types of models, we can employ some of the theory 
of Markov chains for our analysis. We first trea t the  case of Poisson input and 
general service with a single server.
Consider the  system im m ediately after a custom er’s service is completed and 
service is about to  commence on the next customer in the queue. The service 
times are independently and identically distributed random  variables w ith any ar­
b itrary  probability distribution. We denote the cumulative d istribution function 
(CDF) by B (t)  and the density function, if it exists, by b(t). The arrival process 
is, as before, Poisson w ith param eter A. The imbedded stochastic process X(U),  
where X  denotes the num ber in the system and ty, t 2) t$... are the  successive times
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of completion of service, can be shown to  be Markovian as follows. Since is 
the completion tim e of the 7th customer, then X(U)  is the number of customers 
the 7th customer leaves behind as he departs. Since the sta te  space is discrete, 
let us use a subscript notation so th a t Xi  represents the number of customers 
rem aining in the system as the zth customer departs. We can then  w rite for all 
n  >  0 th a t
number of customers who arrived during the service time, S^n+1\  of the  (n +  l)s t 
customer.
times and the length of the queue, so let it henceforth be denoted by S. Since 
arrivals are Poissonian, the random  variable A n+i depends only on S  and not on 
the queue or on the tim e of service initiation, so let it henceforth be denoted by 
A. Then it follows th a t
If a  departing custom er leaves an em pty system, the system sta te  remains zero 
until an arrival comes. Thus the transition probabilities for the case 7 =  0 are 
identical to those for 7 =  1. Hence we can readily see th a t the im bedded process
(X n >  1) 
( X n =  0)
(7.15)
where X n is the number in the system at the n th  departure point and An+i is the
The random  variable S'!”-1-1) by assum ption is independent of previous service
(7.16)
and
(7.17)
so th a t
P r { X n+ i =  j  \Xn =  ?}Pr{.4 = -  1} (7.18)
is Markovian, since only the indices (i , j )  are involved in equation(7T8), and 
furthermore since the state variable is discrete, it is a Markov chain. This allows 
the utilisation of Markov-chain theory in the analysis of the M /G /l model. Prior 
to doing this, however, since it is possible to derive the expected-valne measures 
of effectiveness through a direct expected-value argument, we treat this analysis 
next.
We consider the computation of the steady-state system-size probabilities at 
departure points. We let 7rn represent the probability of n in the system at a 
departure point (a point of time just after a customer has completed service) after 
steady state is reached. These probabilities, {7rn}, are not in general the same 
as the previous steady-state system-size probabilities {pn}, which were valid for 
any arbitrary point of time after steady state is reached. For the M /G /l model, 
however, it turns out that the 7r’s and the p’s are identical, which is proven in 
the literature [57].
. We have already shown in previous that the imbedded stochastic process at 
departure points is a Markov chain. We denote the transition probability matrix 
by [57]:
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where
Pij = P r  (system size immediately after a departure
point is j if system size after previous departure was i}
=  Pr{Xn+1=j\X„ = i}
From equation(7.18) we have
/>oo p ~ ^ ( \
p'i =  I  Ij/+Ty.(i  -  * ~  1 }  ( 7 ' 1 9 )
Simplification results by defining
kn = P r {n arrivals during a service time S=t}
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(7.20)
so that pij can be seen to equal k j- i+1 and:
ko ki k2 
kQ ki k2
p  =  [*W  =  o k0 h
0 0 /cq
(7.21)
Assuming steady state is achievable, which means the user arrival rate is less 
than the service rate, the steady-state probability vector, tt = {7 rn } ,  can be found 
as the solution to the stationary equation according to the property of Markov 
chains.
Similarly as M/M/1 queue, the measure of effectiveness L  and the expected 
value of waiting time W  can be calculated after we achieved steady state solution.
7.3.3 Other queueing models in the literature
Besides the M/M/1  and M /G /l models described previously, there are a lot of 
more complicated models appearing in the literature[81]. These models give more 
relaxation on the service time distribution, arrival time pattern and number of 
services a system can handle at the same time. Some of them can even incor­
porate a more practical situation where only limited waiting room is available. 
Generally, in these queues, the distribution of the quantities of interest are not 
given, instead, a Laplace transform, a generating function, or a Laplace transform
7 rP  =  7T (7.22)
This yields
i+ 1
TTo k {  - j-  ^   ^ 7Tj k ( —j P i  —  P i  
3= 1
(7.23)
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of a generating function is given as a solution. These transforms and/or gener­
ating functions often involve, in turn, the transforms of the arrival or service 
time distributions. The analyst must specify the inter-arrival and service-time 
distributions for this problem, insert its Laplace transform into the transform of 
the result that he is seeking, and invert this latter transform to find the required 
probability distribution.
For example, a general derivation and some discussion about GI/G/1 with 
limited finite capacity were given in [64] by Wolfgang Stadje. K.Madan presented 
some results for a single channel queueing system with Poisson arrivals and ex­
ponential service in batches of fixed size but suffering occasional breakdowns[74]. 
J. Bhutani and A. Kumar[63] discussed a M /G /l model where the server takes 
exponentially distributed rest after completion of each service. Besides determ­
ining the steady state distribution, the optimal values of the rest periods, against 
some specific cost structures, was also presented. In [66], the author studied a 
queue with Poisson arrival, general bulk service and limited waiting room. The 
bulk size, however, has a minimal and maximum value.
Other than above general extensions to queueing theory. More research efforts 
have been put into specific applications. In network performance analysis area, 
[75] gave an overview about traffic models for ATM traffic sources, generic ATM 
traffic control models and performance evaluation methods. Similarly, in [76], the 
author presented a queueing-theory-based method to estimate the efficiency of a 
network of automated stations for regional meteorological service. In another area 
with intensive application of queueing theory, computer systems, authors such as 
H. Heffes and B. Sengupta [77] presented their work about the application of 
M /M /l/K  and M /G /l/K  models in analysis of buffer reservation holding times 
under a processor sharing system.
Although there is a rich literature involving queueing theory in both academic 
and industry sectors, the application of it to operational problems appears to 
utilise only a small fraction of the published theoretical work, a fact which has
been commented upon by m any researchers in this area. I t is no doubt th a t 
available queueing models need further extensions and adaptations in order to 
fit into more practical situations. Therefore, we hope our a ttem pts in next two 
chapters will bring some new thoughts into this area, and in particular, can 
solve some real problems in  our ta rge t application - simple operation analysis for 
commercial imaging service using small satellites.
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Chapter 8 
Im age Capture Queue
8.1 Introduction
As the advent of the era of E arth  observation using small satellite for commercial 
service such as GANDER[35] and D isaster M onitoring Constellation[33] [32], it is 
desirable to  analyse the imaging service as an individual topic. This kind of ana­
lysis will hopefully provide the system designer w ith information such as Quality 
of Service (QoS), O n-board resource m anagem ent and identify key param eters 
for system optimisation.
Image taking |~ "
>f
Request I Uploading | (Buffered in out oard RAM disk 1
/k
i I
User Requesting | Image Downloading |
Figure 8.1: Satellite Imaging Service Data Flow - Two Queues
For a typical imaging system in commercial applications, the da ta  flow is de­
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scribed in figures(8T). A user subm its an imaging request consisting of satellite 
inform ation, ground target latitude, longitude, illum ination requirement and pre­
ferred imaging tim e window. The request or corresponding schedule file will be 
uploaded onto the satellite. According to  the schedule, the satellite will take an 
image of the specific ground target. Then the  image will be downloaded whenever 
the satellite is over the groundstation, indicating the term ination of the service 
for th a t specific user request.
The trad itional m ethod to  analyse the performance of such a service is to 
directly sim ulate the system sta tus by using either a satellite orbit propagator 
such as SGP4[13] or the satellite orbit estim ation program  FPSCA[54][55], which 
is much faster.
To carry out the simulation, we first generate a set of random  numbers cor­
responding to  the tim e when users upload their requests. In the next couple 
of examples, these random  numbers follow a Poisson distribution. The reason 
why we can make this assum ption is based on the following arguments. Every 
user-request occurs independently. The popularity  of low cost term inals makes 
it possible for different users to  subm it their requests, or access the service, at 
any tim e and users are distributed around the world. Therefore, the user re­
quest process for this satellite imaging service resemble the telephone system, 
where the assum ption of Poisson arrival is appropriate. A fter the arrival times 
are generated, a set of random  ground targets is chosen, corresponding to  the 
user’s requests. We assume these targets follow a uniform distribution over the 
globe, and assume the satellite is in sun synchronous orbit, so all latitudes can 
be visited.
Next, we select a satellite and a NORAD file[14], which provides the orbit 
param eters of the satellite. By using either SGP4 or F P S C A , we can pre­
dict when images will be taken and the download time. W hen the program  is 
running, we record the system status in very small tim e intervals. Finally, by 
post-processing these system states, we can work out the on-board image queue
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Figure 8.2: Satellite Onboard Image Queue Length: image arriving
rate=20images /  day
Figure 8.3: Satellite Onboard Image Queue Length: image arriving
rate=35images /  day
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length distribution and service waiting tim e distribution.
Some examples are shown here for the changes of queue length for image 
downloading, th a t is, the number of images in the RAM Disk, onboard the PoSat 
satellite as a function of time. The horizontal axis indicates the tim e elapsed after 
service or downloading started , while the vertical axis represents the queue length. 
Figure(8.2) shows such an example when the user request rate is 20 im ages/day, 
figure(8.3) shows the same when the user request ra te  increases to  35 images/day. 
From these two figures, we can see th a t a t th is stage, the downloading process 
is still stable. F igure(8.4) shows a further example when the user request rate 
increases to  40 images/day. We see th a t the queue length s tarts  to  build up so 
th a t after 50 days the number of onboard images is up to 200. This continuously 
increasing curve indicates service is out of capacity and the system is no longer 
stable. Figure(8.5) shows an even worse case - when the user request ra te  is as 
high as 100 im ages/day, the number of onboard images is building up to over 
3000 after 50 days!
From the above simulation results, we are able to  get some idea about onboard 
system  sta tus and so an estim ation of the system capacity or lim itation. The 
drawbacks of using such simulations, however, are also very critical. The first 
problem w ith sim ulation is its high com putational complexity even by using a fast 
prediction m ethod like F P S C A . On the other hand, running one sim ulation is 
only a single realization, which cannot give a complete statistical result. In order 
to  get a proper statistical result, sim ulations have to be run many tim es using 
independently generated request tim es and ta rge t data. Performance param eters 
and estim ations of efficiency, the supposed ou tpu t from operation analysis, can 
only be worked out after post-processing all of these simulation results. However, 
all of these disadvantages using sim ulations are actually the strong points of 
using queueing theory - the stochastic m ethod to  analyse queueing phenomenon. 
A lthough queueing theory is employed in m any applications, it has not been used 
so far in satellite imaging service analysis.
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Figure 8.4: Satellite Onboard Image Queue Length: image arriving
rate=40images /  day
Figure 8.5: Satellite Onboard System Status: image arriving rate=100images/day
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The adoption of queueing theory is inspired by the fact th a t a satellite provid­
ing an imaging service looks like a typical Queueing system: consisting of a server 
and a waiting room, a stream  of arrival jobs and a stream  of jobs who get service 
and then depart from the system. Like other applications, we have to  specify the 
appropriate arrival pattern , service tim e distribution and other queue character­
istics described in previous chapters which are required by queueing theory.
8.2 Im aging Service Contains Two Queues
For the satellite imaging service we propose to use queueing theory to analyse 
two queues leading to  image capture and download(see figure(8.6)).
First queue Second queue
Figure 8.6: Satellite Imaging Service Data Flow - Two Queues
The first starts  with a user request and ends when an image is taken and 
buffered in the RAM disk. F P S C A  is used to predict the satellite imaging time 
for the required target. Once the target is imaged, the job leaves the first queue. 
The second queue starts  from image arrival in the RAM disk and ends when the 
download is completed. The details of the second queue will be discussed in the 
next chapter.
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8.3 A rrival/Service P attern  of First Queue
In this chapter, we will focus on the first queue. User arrival pa ttern  and service 
pa ttern  will be discussed separately. Analytical solutions will be presented and 
finally a queueing model for the image capture queue, will be derived.
8.3.1 Arrival Pattern
We first need to decide the request arrival pattern . User request may arrive either 
in some regular pattern  or in random fashion. W hen requests arrive regularly at 
fixed tim e intervals, the arrival pattern  can be easily described by a single number 
-  the arrival rate. However, if requests arrive a t random , then we need a statistical 
model of the arrival pattern .
Uier Intef-arrival Time Di*»txrt>on
Figure 8.7: User Inter-arrival Time Distribution Figure 8.8: Gaussianly Distributed Ground Tar- 
of Image Capture Queue. gets.
The m ost commonly assumed arrival p a tte rn  is the Poisson process which 
assumes complete independence between requests. This means the inter-arrival 
tim e is exponentially d istributed (see figure(8.7)). This assum ption is also based 
on the globally d istributed users who can directly contact the satellite using their 
own term inal. The targets, however, are d istribu ted  in longitude and latitude.
We assume th a t these imaging targets are uniform ly distributed over the sphere
and the target longitude 19 and la titude ip formed from:
e =  (8.1) 
ip = sin  1(2qip -  1)
where qe and q^ are random  numbers uniformly distributed between 0 and 1. In 
real applications, however, the imaging targets may be localised. For example 
for the DMC project, Asian countries are more interested in seeing images of the 
Asian region instead of globally spread. We have modelled such localised imaging 
targets using a Gaussian distribution, shown in figure(8.8).
8.3.2 Service Pattern M odelling
We next need to decide the service pa tte rn  of the image capture queue. We can 
do th is by either direct sim ulation using F P S C A  or by developing an analytic 
model. Efforts have been given for modelling the service pa ttern  analytically.
In figure(8.9) we m ark the ta rge t a t la titude <j> and longitude 0 as well as the
groundtrack of an inclined orbit of inclination L  Using spherical trigonom etry 
we have:
sin /„sin i =  ——-  (8.2)
am I
where i is satellite ground track angle calculated from satellite equator crossing. 
Substitu te equation(8.1) into equation(8.2):
sine =  ^  --  (8.3)
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sin J
Because we know th a t cp 6 [—/ ,  J], therefore qv 6  
d istribution of q^ is
1 — sin I  1 +  s in /
then the
sin /
From equation(8.3), qv is derived as:
p (?»>) =  A ?  (8 -4)
sin i • sin /  +  1
%  = --------- 5---------  (8-5)
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Figure 8.9: Relationship between groundtraclc i and target longitude 9 and latitude <p. 
Therefore the distribution of i can be described as:
(8.6)■m /  \  I ^  / r\ \PL(x) =  — -—  x e  (0 ,27r)
Based on PL, we can find the distribution of imaging times. F irstly  a similar 
m ethod has been used to  F P S C A  coarse search(see C hapter 5), imaging track 
L, which means how much distance the satellite has to  travel to the closest 
approach to  the ground target, can be expressed as:
L  =  l +  2Nir (8.7)
where N is the number of orbits of the satellite before approaching the ground 
target. N  is an integer:
N  — I  N T A 9 n
27T oj©
(8.8)
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Because the ta rge t longitude 6 is uniformly distributed, we have:
(8.9)
The distribution of 2N it can be described as a sum of <5 functions as follows:
N
P2Nir(x) =  X ) &(X ~  2*7t)/(JV + 1 )  (0 <  X  < O o )  (8.10)
i= 0
From equation(8.7), the d istribution of L  can be calculated by the convolution 
of two distributions of i and 2N n.  From equation(8.6) and (8.10):
Because the imaging tim e t im equals L /n ,  its distribution is therefore the same
difference between two successive image captures. Therefore we need to  calculate 
the auto-correlation of P l {x ) presented by P a l ( x ) :
Firstly, because P a l { x )  —  P a l { ~ x ) ,  we only need to derive P a l ( x )  when
(0 <  x < oo) (8.11)
as Pt(x). B ut w hat we want to find is the service tim e pa ttern  which is the time
cc
x > 0. We set h = M O D ( x , 27r), i =  —-  , then P a l ( x ), when x  >  0 will be as
L27T J
follows:
 ^ Fa(h) +  (N  -  i) - F ^ h )  0 < / i < |
P a l {x ) =  <
Fc(h) +  (N  -  i) • F f h  - 7 r) Tr <  h <  §tt
Fd(h) +  (N  — i) • F i(h  — 7r) §7t <  h  <  2n
(8 .12)
where
Fa(h) =  7^r • cosh  — |h c o s / i +  |s i n h )  /(4  ■ (N  +  l ) ) 2 
Fb(h) — |  cos h T  |  sin h) /(4  • (iV + 1))2
(8.13)
Frf(h) =  * cos h — -  sin h) /(4  • (iV +  l ) ) 2
F i = (tt c o s  h  — 2h cos h 2 sin /i)/(4  • (iV T  l ) ) 2
8.3.3 Comparison with Simulation
F igu re(8 !0 ) shows the distribution of A L  from our analytic formula. We have 
generated a set of random  numbers q# which follows a uniform distribution, and 
calculated t using equation(8.3); A nother set of numbers was also random ly gen­
erated to represent N .  W ith these two sets of random  numbers, we can calculate 
L  and A L .  Then we took the histogram  of the calculated A L ,  the distribution 
is shown in figure(8.11). By com paring figures (8.10) and (8.11) we can see th a t 
they are similar confirming P a l( ^ )  is calculated correctly for Pt(x).
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Figure 8.10: Distribution of AL  from analytic Figure 8.11: Distribution of AL from simulation 
formulas’ result. result.
In our derivation of P a l  however, it actually represents the distance probabil­
ity of any random  L. B ut in the satellite image capture simulation using FPSCA, 
one thing needs to be pointed out: it is not necessary for the user requests which 
arrive earlier to be serviced earlier. So after getting the imaging time, we have 
rescheduled the queue, in which case requests which arrive earlier may be serviced 
later. Therefore the capture order is not pure random  but has been rescheduled. 
Then we did the following test. We generated a set of ground targets which are 
uniformly distributed on the sphere and a set of Poissonly d istributed user re­
quest times, and input them  into FPSCA to work out the actual imaging time.
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W ithout rescheduling, by subtracting two successive capture times, we got the 
service tim e d istribution shown in figure(8.12).
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Figure 8.12: Distribution of Image Capture Queue Service Time Distribution.
Figure(8.12) shows a different result from figures (8.10) and (8.11). We ana­
lysed our analytical derivations, the difference comes from the following two main 
points:
(i) E quation(8.7) doesn’t  represent the satellite image capture tim e correctly. 
In our FPSCA m ethod, to decide w hether a closest approach is an imaging op­
portunity, we have to  check w hether dv < A v max(see C hapter 5). B ut equation(8.7) 
doesn’t  have th is restriction, it takes every satellite closest approach to  ground 
target as an im aging opportunity. However if we take dv  into account, this makes 
the derivation too com plicated and is not straight forward to  be worked out.
(ii) W hen we calculated P a l {%)> we com puted the auto-correlation of P l {x ) .  
This means A L  is calculated from any two Ls  which follow P l { x )  distribution. 
However, in satellite imaging case, the A L img is worked out from two success­
ive satellite imaging opportunities. In this case, we cannot say th a t A L img is 
independent and may have a different distribution from Pal{x)-
NonFlFO Service Time Distribution
We therefore conclude th a t the analytic m ethod is not a good way to  model 
the service pattern . Therefore we need to  rely on F P S C A  to provide the service 
tim e distribution of satellite image capture queue.
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8.4 General D istribution  o f Service Pattern
We used F P S C A  to provide the service pattern , the result is shown in figure(8 !4 )  
while the corresponding arrival p a tte rn  is shown in figure(8.13):
FI FO Imo&C Ccpturt Queue Anwat lambda a 1 A.7M9
Figure 8.13: User Arrival in Image Capture Figure 8.14: Service Time Distribution in Image
Queue. Capture Queue.
The problem now is how to  relate a com puted histogram from the F P S C A  
simulation to  an analytic theory based on queueing theory? We describe in the 
next section a general m ethod to  take an analytic probability distribution suitable 
for a general queueing model from a numerically com puted histogram.
8 .4 !  Generalise M /M /1  to M /G /l
The details of how to handle an M /G / l  queue have been described in the previous 
chapter, from which both  m ean queue length and mean service tim e can be 
calculated. In order to calculate some more extended queue status param eters
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such as queue length distribution, we m ust com pute the transition  m atrix  and 
then work out the queue length distribution recursively.
According to  the previous chapter, the com putation of every element in the 
transition  m atrix  is based on an integration, in which expression of service tim e 
d istribution is required. Of course, we can use numerical m ethods to  get these 
result w ithout loss of high accuracy, b u t this will lead to some problem s in real 
applications. For example, if the system to  be analysed keeps the service pattern  
the same, then  we have to  repeat the numerical integration every tim e we change 
the arrival rate. It will be ideal th a t we can produce some kind of look-up 
table based on the specific service pattern , we can simply get the queue length 
probability by checking the table based on different arrival rates.
In order to  do th a t, we need to  produce the transition m atrix  elements in 
analytical form. However, even if we have the analytical form for the  service 
tim e distribution, we cannot guarantee th a t this analytic transition  m atrix  can 
be worked out by using the form ula because such exact integration m ay not be 
achievable.
One alternative way is to  use a series of basis functions to  fit the  service 
tim e distribution. If every basis function, when multiplied w ith the Poisson part 
in the formula, is easy to  integrate, then  the problem can be solved in closed 
form. I t would be even be tte r if by utilising a suitable basis function set, M /M /1  
can be represented as a subset of this system. This suggests choosing Laguarre 
Polynomials as basis functions. The details will be described in the following 
section.
8.4.2 Laguerre Polynomials
Polynomials can be represented by a sum  ordered by power:
f ( x )  =  a0 +  ai& -I- a2x 2 +  a5x 5 -\ V an- i x n~l + anx n (8.14)
=  Y s  aiX%
2=0
This representation has the advantage th a t the calculations can be done 
clearly, th a t the  asym ptotic behaviour is quickly recognised, and th a t a com­
parison of coefficients is possible in a simple m anner ([69], pp. 174.). There are 
also sets of polynomials such th a t the product of any two different ones, m ulti­
plied by a function w[x)  called a weight function  and integrated over a certain 
interval, vanishes. Such a set is called orthogonal polynomials. A Fourier series 
is an example of orthogonal functions, although they are not polynomials.
The Laguerre polynomials are orthogonal on the interval from 0 to  oo w ith
respect to  the weight function w(x)  =  e~x . We denote Laguerre polynomials by
L n(x) and they can be expressed by:
dn
Ln{%) = ex-f~^{%ne x) where n  — 0,1, 2, 3 ,... (8.15)
The Laguerre polynomials have the orthogonality property, and form a complete 
orthogonal set on the interval 0 <  x  <  oo w ith respect to the weight function 
e“®. I t can be shown that:
/  —T7 e mL m(x)Ln(x)dx  =  < (8.16)
Jo m\n\  |  1 to  =  n
By using this orthogonality, an arb itrary  continuous function f ( x )  can be ex­
pressed in term s of Laguerre Polynomials as:
oo
f i x ) =  Y CnLn(x) (8.17)
n=0
where
00a
c n =  e~x f ( x ) L n(x)dx
Jo
This orthogonal series expansion is also known as a Fourier-Laguerre Series ex­
pansion or a Generalised Fourier Series expansion.
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A Laguerre Polynomial at one point can be expressed in term s of neighbouring 
Laguerre Polynomials a t the same point through the recurrence relation:
(n +  l)L n+1(a?) =  (2ra +  1 — x )L n(x) -  n 2Ln_ f x )  (8.18)
The first few polynomials L n(x) are listed below and the corresponding plot is 
shown in fignre(8.15):
L 0(x) =  1 (8.19)
L i(x )  =  1 — x  (8.20)
L 2{x ) =  x 2 — 4x +  2 (8.21)
L 3(x ) = —Xs +  9a:2 — 18a: +  6 (8.22)
L4(a:) =  x 4 — 16a:3 +  72a:2 — 96a: +  24 (8.23)
L$(x) =  —a:5 +  25a:4 — 200a:3 +  600a:2 — 600a: +  120 (8.24)
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Ln(x)
Figure 8.15: Plot of Laguerre Polynomials.
8.4.3 Derive analytic results for first term
The cumulative service distribution is given by B (t) ,  and to com pute the trans­
ition probabilities kn we shall need the derivative of B (t),  since
e~M(At)n
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Jo n\
To evaluate this we expand B '(t)  in term s of our Laguerre Polynomials and
exponentials. We combine these into a new set of basis functions Yn(t), such
tha t:
Yn(st) = L n(st)e~s£ • ^  (8.25)
n!
These functions are also orthogonal, which follows directly from the orthogonality 
of the Laguarre Polynomials. We may then write, w ithout loss of generality:
oo
B '( t)  =  Y ,  (8.26)
n=0
If we now consider all the coefficients Cn — 0 except Co, then B'(t)  should have 
an exponential form and we should rederive the results for an M /M /1  queue.
In this case:
st
Yo(st) — e 2 . -y/J
therefore:
B '(t)  =  C0Yo(st) (8.27)
We can evaluate the coefficient from equation(8.27):
/>oo
Co =  /  B '( t)  • Y0(st)d t  (8.28)
J o
and the integral is evaluated numerically from the computed histogram  of B'(t)  
using the midpoint rule.
Let:
F„{M) = - Y U)" (8.29)
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represent the Poisson distribution. We can expand this also in term s of basis 
functions:
n
Fn(st) =  ^ 2  D nmYm(st) (8.30)
rrt—0
where:
’*00roo
D nm =  /  Fn(st)Ym(st)dt (8.31)
Jo
Combining equation(8.27) and (8.30), using the orthogonality (see equation(8.16) 
we have:
n roo
kn = Y l  DnmYm(st) * C0Y0(st)dt  (8.32)
m=0
— Co * D n o
On the other hand, because we only take the first term  of the Laguarre Poly­
nomials, the service tim e distribution becomes pure exponential: B '(t)  — 
therefore Co becomes:
roo ,
Cq =  /  pe~iJ'te ~ ^ ^ d t  (8.33)
Jo
yfs
2
where s =  2 /i.
By integrating equation(8.31), we can work out the analytic expression for 
H no.
D no =  /   j-------yfse 2 (8.34)
Jo n\
=  Y L W  r ew
n\ Jo
An -
o\ n+1>+I)
So the kn for M /M /1  queue should be:
kn — I-'O * D q (8.35)
-  f / 1  An • y/s 
~  2 ' (A +  f )n+1
\n  s 
__   ' 2
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(A +  f  )"+i 
Xn *p
(A +  p ) ^ 1
where s = 2p.
If we substitu te equation(8.35) to  (7.23), we finally find:
7Tn =  pTTQ
which agrees with M /M /1  stationary solution (see equation(7!2)) derived in the 
previous chapter.
8.4.4 Derivation including more terms
We can expand both  equation(8.27) and (8.30) into N  terms. Let:
at y/sYm(st) — Lm (st)e  2 • (8.36)
Yr(st) = L r (st)e~% • - -  (8.37)
So we get:
2 '( t )  = CmYm(st) (8.38)
m=0 
n
En(t) =  Y D nrYr(st)  (8.39)
r=0
where N  represents how many term s of Laguerre polynomials we’d like to  use to 
represent the service tim e pa ttern  and the coefficients can be calculated from:
roo
Cm = B'(t) • Ym(st)d t  (8.40)
Jo
roo
D n r =  /  Fn(t) • Yr(st)dt (8-41)
Jo
Therefore, kn can be expressed as:
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Using the  orthogonality condition:
/ °° sL™( st)L„( st)e~si   dt =  5mr
the kn can be expressed by:
m i n ( N , n )
(8.42)
In order to  solve all 7rn’s, we need to  know ttq first. Because 7To =  A/ /z, and
where Cm can be integrated from equation(8.40).
After finding the 7r0, we rew rite equation(7.23) which gives us the following 
recurrence formula for the stationary  probability tcn:
where the  condition is n  >  1 .
The m ean queue length L (=  n^n)  and th e  average waiting tim e W  can 
be calculated accordingly, which W  can be found by using L ittle’s Formula W  =
8.4.5 Determining Suitable Target Distributions
We now try  to invert the problem we have been considering. Instead of determ ­
ining for a given ta rge t d istribution on the  globe, the queue statistics on the 
satellite, we want to  fix the design param eters on the satellite & determine w hat 
kind of target distributions can be accom m odated. This is more useful for the 
design engineer. In this section we shall show th a t we can indeed invert this 
problem and determine target distribution for a given queue capacity.
(8.43)
By equation(8.38)
7 7 1 = 0
(8.44)
n—1
ko^n+1  — ( 1  ^ 1 ) Hjt k  ) & n+l —m^m  ^n^"0 (8.45)
L/X .
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We started  from the derived queue length statistics, and compute the station­
ary probability. From this we shall derive the  transition probability and finally 
the service tim e distribution.
Let the expected number of jobs in the queue be L , then L =  U n 7 r n ,  where 
7rn are the stationary probabilities. The higher moments of the distribution are 
then: L 2 =  Z)rt27rn, etc.. These can be combined into the m atrix  form:
(  L  \  
L 2
0 1 2 ... n  — 1
02 l 2 22 ... (n — l ) 2
V - / \ J \  ""-I /
We can invert this m atrix  to  find nn from the distribution of L.
If we assume all higher order mom ents of L  above the second are zero, then:
L  '  
\ L 2 J
1 2 
1 4 \ * 2  J
By inverting this matrix, we are able to find out 7t!s.
\  ,
\ L 2 j
4 - 5
- 1  1
We can find out all the k n ’s  from the 7r ’s by inverting the recurrence relation 
(equation(8.45)). F irstly  ko can be worked out from :
tti =  ^°7r0 therefore: k 0 =  ^
k c 7Ti +  7To
Also because:
/c07T2 =  (1 -  k i)n i -
ko
k l  (Vi +  =  7Ti -  k 07T2
Then:
k i  —
Tl — k0TT2 
27Ti  +  7Tq
(8.46)
Therefore after working out k0 and k1} we have:
n—1
ko^n+1 ( 1  k j )7Tn y  ] kn-j-i—niko'ffm kn(7Ti T  7To)
m— 2
Furtherm ore, kn can be expressed as:
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k — *
n—1
^O’TTn+l (l ki)lTn +  y  } knJr\ —m'Kn
m—2
(8.47)
7T0 +  7Ti
where the condition is n > 2 .
We have already shown th a t the kn are calculated from the two sets of coeffi­
cients: D nm and Cn. The coefficients D nm are known, hence we can find Cn from 
equation(8.42):
kQ = CoD qo
k\ — C0D 10 +  C \D \i
Therefore Cn can be derived as following:
Cn =  —— (8. 48) 
Enn
Hence we have proved th a t we are able to  plot B '(t)  for a given queue length 
distribution and the target distribution therefore can be provided through simu- 
lation(shown in figure(8.16)).
8.4.6 Comparison between simulation and M /G /l  queue
We have generated 40,000 user requests which are exponentially distributed and 
40,000 ground targets which are uniformly d istributed over the sphere. By using 
F P S C A , we have predicted the corresponding image capture tim e and then 
reschedule them  as described earlier. Real-tim e logging has been used to check 
the image capture queue status - the number of requests waiting onboard the 
satellite is shown in figure(8.17). The corresponding stationary  sta te  solution 
7Tn is shown in figure(8.18). A lthough the fitting result for the service pattern
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Figure 8.16: Target D istribution Simulated from Given Service
Pattern(figure(8.14))
is good, as shown in figures (8.19) and (8.20) the calculated mean service rate 
is slightly smaller than  the arrival ra te  which makes p > 1 . This indicates the 
state  of this M /G /l  queue should be unstable, which is not in agreement with 
the sim ulation results(figure(8.18)).
We note th a t the coefficient Co is three times larger than  the next coefficient, 
and these coefficients decrease rapidly to  small values. Hence we concluded th a t 
the M /M /1  queue theory should be adequate to describe this queue, yet the 
simulation results do not agree with queueing theory.
8.5 Proposed M odification to the M /M /1  Queue
From figure(8.18), we can see th a t from the beginning the queue builds up quickly 
with the number of jobs in the queue increasing rapidly. This suggests th a t queue 
is initially unstable, but after a tim e the number of jobs in the queue reaches an 
equilibrium value. This suggests th a t the service rate has increased also. This 
increase in service rate leads to a dynam ic equilibrium at finite queue length.
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Figure 8.17: Simulation Result of F P SC A  Image Capture Queue Onborad Status
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Fitting Result far Service Pattern
Figure 8.19: Laguarre Polynomials Fitting Result of Service Pattern
Coefficients tor Service Pattern
Figure 8.20: Coefficients from Fitting Result of Service Pattern
W hy should the service rate increase w ith queue length? We believe th a t this 
is due to  the ability of the satellite to  reschedule the jobs waiting in the  queue. 
W hen the satellite reschedules the queue, the shorter jobs are moved forward and 
the satellite can service these jobs more efficiently.
We model the service rate as an exponential from figures (8.19) and (8.20). 
The request ra te  is A and the probability of request arrival is proportional to e~xt 
where A is a constant. If each target is taken independently so th a t we cannot 
reschedule the targets, then the image capture ra te  is p  and the probability of 
image capture is proportional to  e~ ^.
Let p ~  A)p .  In this new model, we have considered p »  1, which in conven­
tional queueing theory implies a highly unstable queue. Because of rescheduling, 
the capture ra te  becomes more efficient as the queue length grows longer and 
therefore it is no longer a constant as in the  trad itional M /M /1  queue.
Service rate is proportional to  number of jobs in the queue
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Figure 8.21: P lo t of average service ra te  vs. number of jobs in the queue
F igure(8 .2 1 ) shows the sim ulation result of the relationship between service 
rate  and num ber of jobs in the length. The nice straight line shows th a t when 
the queue length grows, the service ra te  increases proportionally. Therefore we
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model th is by an exponential function w ith rate  p  =  pn, where n  is the number 
of jobs in the  queue. Thus the capture probability is proportional to  e~dt. As the 
queue grows longer, the service ra te  gets faster. We can derive the steady state 
solution from equation(7T0) now modified to:
0 =  - (A  +  pn)pn + p ( n +  l)p n+i +  Apn—i
Therefore we will have:
p in  +  l)[pn+i -  pn\ =  Apn -  Apn- i  -  ppn
Let X n =  pn+i — pn, which represents the forward difference. Therefore:
Because pn =  +  pn- i  — A n_i +  X n~2 +  pn- 2 +  so we can have:
n—1
P n = Y X m+P 0  (8-50)
m=0
This gives us the probability for n  jobs in the queue, once we have found X n. 
Substitu te equation(8.50) into (8.49), we get:
in  -f- l )X n — p X n—\ pn (8.49)
n—1
(n +  1 )X n — p X n- 1  — Y ,  Xm  “  Po
m=0
Therefore:
n—2
(n  +  l )X n — —(1  — p )X n- 1 — Y  X m — Po (8.51)
Now X 0 =  p i -  po =  PPo -  Po =  - ( 1  -  p)Po, therefore:
2 X i =  —(1 — p )X o —po =  [(1 — p)2 — l]p0
=  ( - 2 p +  p2)p0 =  - p (2 -  p)pQ
then:
Xi =  ~ p (2 -  p)po (8.52)
From equation(8.51), we can then derive:
n—3
=  —(1  — p )X n_2 — X m — po (8.53)
7 7 1 = 0
Combine equation(8.51) and (8.53), finally we get:
(n +  1) X n = (n — 1 +  p)X n_i — pXn_2
Hence from X 0 & X 1 we can find all X m. Both X 0 & X i  satisfy the following
relation:
=  " (n +  l ) ! n^  +  1 _  P^ °  8^ ‘54^
If we assume this is true from A n_ 4 & A n_2 then:
pn-i pn-2
( n 4 - l ) A n =  — (ra — 1 +  p )— r (ra -  p)pQ 4- p • 7 -ry (n -  1 -  p)p0
n\ (n  — lj!
pn_1
=  — [(n — P ) ( n  — 1 4- p) — n (n  — 1  — p)]p0
Therefore:
n- i
(n  + l ) X n =  — —-  [np + p -  p]p„
=  ~ ^ ( n  + l - p ) P o
So we have proved th a t
Pn
Xn =  ~ (n + l ) C  + 1 ~ P'}Po 
if it is true for X n_i and X n_2. Since th is relation is true for X 0 and X i  then it 
m ust be valid for all integer n.
We note th a t X n = pn+1 —pn. So while X n < 0, then pn+i < pn and the queue 
length probability decreases w ith queue length. If X n >  0 then  it increases. If 
p <  1 then X n < 0 for all queue lengths and the  equilibrium probabilities fall 
continuously as in the M /M /1  model. If p >  1, then let K  — [p — 1] (integer 
part), then  X n >  0 for n < K  and pn+i > Pn in this range. A m axim um  will 
occur a t pk+i  and then the probability will fall.
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8.5.1 Result for image capture queue
Then we calculated the steady sta te  solution pn for this queue using our new 
model and compared w ith sim ulation’s result from F P S C A . We tried  two case: 
image request arrival rates are 20requests/day and 50requests/day. Figure(8.22) 
and (8.23) present the results respectively.
In these two figures, circle represents the simulation result from F P S C A  and 
cross shows the result from queueing theory using our newly derived model which 
has a variable service rate. It is clear th a t for both  cases, the new queueing theory 
model is agreed w ith sim ulation very well. This confirms th a t we have finally 
successfully modelled the image capture queue providing a satisfied accuracy. 
The other param eters such as the  expected number of jobs in the queue can be 
calculated by L = Y n = o  n Pn-
8.6 Conclusions o f Im age Capture Queue
In this chapter we have used, queueing theory, a stochastic m ethod traditionally  
used to perform traffic and efficiency analysis in tele-communications and other 
queueing system, is applied to  the  satellite imaging service system for the first 
time. In this chapter we have analysed the image capture queue. We have derived 
a generalised model for M /G / l  where we can fit the service distribution from a 
numerical simulation using a set of othorgonal basis functions which generalise 
M /M /1 . We have derived, in term s of the numerical coefficients of this expansion, 
the steady state probability distribution. We have also proved th a t the problem 
is invertible, in th a t we can derive the service rate  distribution needed for a given 
distribution of queue lengths. This is a more suitable form for use by the design 
engineer. Although M /G / l  model is not our final conclusion for the first queue, 
the analytical derivations presented in this chapter is a contribution for other 
applications of M /G / l  model.
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Figure 8.22: Comparison result of image capture queue when A
steady state solution comparison: Simulation(ro) VS. queueing theory(bx)
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F ig u re  8 .2 3 : Comparison result of image capture queue when A
We have also introduced a new queueing model applicable to  the satellite im­
age capture queue. I t is an extension of M /M /1 w ith the service ra te  proportional 
to  the number of jobs in the queue. The new model is found to  fit our image 
capture queue very well. We have derived analytic expression for the steady state  
probability distribution for th is queue, and hence can derive the d istribution of 
queue lengths.
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Chapter 9 
Im age Download Queue
As described in last chapter, the satellite imaging service system comprises two 
queues. In this chapter, we shall describe the second queue, image download 
queue, and derive applicable queueing models.
The second queue starts  from image arrival in the RAM disk and ends when 
it  has completed download. The queue discipline we shall consider is FIFO, th a t 
is, an image stored in ram disk earlier will be downloaded to  the ground before 
an image stored later. In practice we may consider priority queues here, bu t this 
would greatly complicate the queue dynamics modelling.
9.1 Arrival pattern  in second queue
Firstly, we will concentrate on the image arrival distribution. The inpu t to  the 
second queue is identically d istribu ted  to  the out pu t of the first queue. Therefore, 
the arrival pa tte rn  in the second queue is same as the service pattern  in the  first 
queue, and following our discussion in chapter 8 we shall use an exponential 
distribution. The appropriate arrival ra te  for the second queue is set by the 
equilibrium number of jobs in the first queue, since service rate  was found to be 
proportional to n. For the second queue we therefore trea t this as a constant
124
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arrival rate .
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9.2 Service pattern of second queue
We shall approxim ate the service pa tte rn  by a single service case, th a t is, every 
tim e the satellite passes over a ground station, one and only one image will be 
downloaded. Then we calculate the service tim e of each image as the difference 
between its arrival a t the RAM disk and its finish download tim e using the orbit 
sim ulation program  FPSCA. After collecting such values for a lot of events, we 
can draw the service tim e distribution as following.
Service Time [day]
Figure 9.1: Service time distribution of second queue.
From figure(9.1), we can see th a t the  service tim e distribution is clearly not 
exponential and doesn’t  have a simple closed form expression. We therefore 
need to use M /G / l  model to describe this queue w ith a Poisson arrival, general 
single service pa ttern  and single server. We can use the theory developed in 
the previous chapter to develop an analytic queueing model from this simulated 
service pattern .
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We use Laguerre Polynom ials[58] to fit the curve in fignre(9T). Basis equa-
dB
tions used are (8.36) and (8.37). Service pattern  are denoted by -3 — which
dt
is represented by equation(8.38). The coefficients Cm therefore is calculated 
by equation(8.40). The fitting result presented by the diamonds is shown in 
figure(9.2). They m atch the solid line well and figure(9.3) also shows the coef­
ficients converge well. Then following other equations in section 8.4.4, we were 
able to  work out the transition  m atrix  and calculate the stationary  distribution 
of the system length. The result is shown in figure(9.4). The x axis is the im­
age queue length, y axis is the probability. represents the result of queueing 
theory, while “+ ” shows the  sim ulation result. Obviously, they don’t  agree to 
each other. So we concluded th a t directly using queueing theory M /G / l  model 
doesn’t  suit for our satellite im aging service second queue.
9 .2 !  Re-defined service tim e for the second queue
Since our previous analysis using queueing theory doesn’t  m atch our service 
model well, we have to  redefine our service pattern  and for this we have ad­
apted our simulation model. F irstly  we re-defined the service tim e in the  second 
queue as the interval between successive image download completion times. We 
also simplified our satellite orbit model in F P S C A , in which we only consider 
coarse search (details see C hapter 5), w ithout refinement in the visible opportun­
ity prediction. This may miss some satellite passes over a specific ground station, 
however, our coarse search predicts the m ain passes during each day which have 
good communication quality. The missing passes have very short period and 
low elevation angles which actually make it quite difficult for norm al sequential 
d a ta  downloading. This simplification, therefore, is close to the real application. 
Figures (9.5), (9.6) and (9.7) show the  new service tim e distribution for ground 
stations a t latitudes and longitudes of (0,180), (30,180) and (80,180) respectively. 
The x axis is the service tim e in days and the y axis is the number of passes which
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Figure 9.2: We used Laguerre Polynomials function to fit service time curve, 
which gives a good fitting result.
Figure 9.3: Convergence of Fitted Function’s Coefficients.
15 20 25 30
Number ofinugos (Unagej
F ig u re  9 .4 : Directly using M/G/l model doesn’t give us a good result.
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can be considered as a service probability. From these figures, we notice th a t the 
new service tim e distribution is more like a determ inistic distribution.
Generally, a rem ote sensing satellite in LEO will be visible from ground sta ­
tions for several times each day (figures(9.5) - (9.7)). Each tim e the satellite is 
capable of downloading several images. In order to  show the validity of the new 
service tim e definition in queueing theory we use M /G /l  to  test it. We assume 
the satellite downloads only one image every pass and so re-simulate the situation 
accordingly. Figures (9.8), (9.9) and (9.10) show the results of the M /G / l  model 
composed of re-defined service tim e and simplified satellite orbital model. For 
these three figures, the x axis is the num ber of images in the system; the y axis 
is the  system steady sta te  probability. represents the calculated probability 
from queueing theory, while “+ ” displays the one from simulation. Three figures 
show the  results for different ground stations at (0,180), (30,180) and (80,180) 
respectively. All of them  give good agreement between simulation and queueing 
theory. Therefore the newly defined service tim e and simplified model make sense 
in our application of queueing theory.
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service time attribution 
ground station; (0,160)
0,35
Service Time [day}
Figure 9.5: New Service Time Distribution for Simplified Model: ground station 
location (0,180)
0.35
Service Time [day]
Figure 9.6: New Service Time Distribution for Simplified Model: ground station 
location (30,180)
service time distribution 
ground station: (85,1 BO)
0.38 0.4
Service Time [day]
Figure 9.7: New Service Time Distribution for Simplified Model: ground station 
location (80,180)
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Figure 9.8: Steady State Solution for Simplified Model: ground station location 
(0,180)
Figure 9.9: Steady State Solution for Simplified Model: ground station location 
(30,180)
Figure 9.10: Steady State Solution for Simplified Model: ground station location 
(80,180)
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9 .3 !  Constant bulk size
In our previous analysis related to  queueing theory, we trea ted  our im aging queue 
as a single service. But in reality, during each pass the satellite is capable of 
downloading a few of images. So to  be more realistic, we adopted our queue model 
by using M /G x/ 1[65] model which can process bulk requests in each service. 
Unlike [66] bulk size is w ithin minim um  number a and maximum num ber b, in 
this section we trea t the bulk size x  as constant.
Since our case is different from the general bulk service model, we derived a 
new transition  probability m atrix:
Pij — <
Poj —  P\j
x—i
E * »
71=0
k j—i+x 
0
0 < i < x  + l , j  =  0
1 <  i <  j  +  x, j  /  0 
otherwise
(9.1)
P . .and PQj 
The new m atrix  therefore is:
X—1
Y /  kn
7 7 = 0  £ — 1
kx kx-{-1 kx+2
E &«
7 7 = 0
x—2
kx kx-i-i kx+2
Y kn
n=0  
a ;— 3
kx—i kx kx-i-i
E * n
7 7 = 0
kx-  2 kx—i kx ’
(9.2)
where x  = bu lk  size which is a constant.
Using the above formula, we have calculated the error  of the queueing theory 
steady-state probability compared w ith the simulation error , defined as:
error  — 'EsimRij (^,3)
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where Pij is the queueing theory transition  probability and 7rsim is the  steady- 
s ta te  probability from F P S C A  sim ulation. Figure(9.11) shows the result. We 
can see th a t the maximum error is only around 0.03.
Figure(9.12) shows the steady-state probability vector 7r in queueing theory 
and its comparison with n Sim. The RMS error here is 0.0014. So bo th  figures 
show a good agreement between queueing theory and simulation.
9 .3 .1 .1  B u lk  se rv ice  size  is G a u s s ia n ly  d is t r ib u te d
In the real world, however, how m any images th a t can be downloaded during each 
satellite pass is not a constant. I t depends upon the satellite orbit and the ground 
station  location. To analyse it in a stochastic way, if the bulk size distribution is 
independent of the service tim e, we can have a universal expression for this kind of 
bulk model based on the transition  m atrix  outlined in the last section. The final 
transition  m atrix  therefore is a weighted sum  of transition matrices w ith different 
bulk size constants, and the weights are the probabilities of different bulk sizes. 
In order to  test this, we varied the  bulk size following a Gaussian distribution. 
The results are shown in figure(9.13) which presents the steady sta te  probability 
error of queueing theory from equation(9.3), and figure(9.14) which compares the 
difference between steady sta te  probability vectors 7r from queueing theory and 
simulation. Figure(9.14) shows an RMS error of as small as 8.7e-04. In this case, 
again, queueing theory gives us a good agreement with the sim ulation result.
9 .3 .1 .2  O th e r  s y s te m  p a r a m e te r s  c a n  b e  ach iev ed
Once we have found the system steady-state probability vector 7r, then  other 
param eters, such as the expected num ber of jobs in the queue and the mean 
waiting tim e, can be found directly from L ittle ’s formula as discussed in C hapter 
7.
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Figure 9.11: Steady State Solution accuracy for Simplified Model when bulk 
service size is a constant: ground station location (30,180)
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Figure 9.12: Steady state solution comparison between queueing theory and sim­
ulation result for Simplified Model when bulk service size is a constant
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Figure 9.14: Steady state solution comparison between queueing theory and sim­
ulation result for Simplified Model when bulk service size follows Gaussian distri­
bution
9.4 D iscussions and conclusion
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We have used queueing theory to  describe the  image download queue on an E arth  
Observation satellite. We have assumed th a t  the image arrival rate on the satellite 
is Poisson distributed and considered various distributions for the download rate. 
Comparison of the statistical results from queueing theory with sim ulation shows 
th a t these models are accurate representations of the process, and can predict 
the image storage requirement on the satellite.
The m ost significant advantages of using queueing theory in this application 
over operation simulation is th a t the former needs much less com putational power. 
The service tim e modelling needs to be done only once for a specific space mission. 
O ther calculations such as numerical integration are also much simpler com pared 
to  astrodynam ic com putations even for fast algorithm s such as FPSCA. However, 
queueing theory also has some lim itations.
In our previous analysis, we have assumed the distribution of user required 
ground targets follow a uniform distribution which leads to a Poisson arrival in 
the  second queue. However, in real applications, the target distribution could be 
different, such as imaging follows a shipping route or only for a specific region. 
So we have changed the ground ta rge t d istribution to  be Gaussian, as shown in 
figure(9.15).
We wish to  know the d istribution of the  interval between successive images 
arriving in the RAM disk: w hether it is still in exponential form implying Poisson 
arrival or not. Figure(9.16) shows the result, it tells us th a t if the ground target 
d istribution is not uniform, image arrival a t the RAM disk, which is the user 
arrival in the  second queue, is no longer Poissonly distributed. In this case, for 
the second queue, it is no longer M /G / l  or M / G x/1  queue.
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Ground target is Gaussian dstributiort 
centre is (0.180)
Figure 9.15: We set the ground target is Gaussian distribution, centre is (0,180).
Figure 9.16: This figure shows the image arrival RAM disk distribution when the 
ground target is Gaussian distribution, centre is (0,180).
Chapter 10
Conclusions
There is a trend  for more and more low cost systems to  be proposed and de­
signed which are m ainly for the purpose of the  commercial utilisation of space. 
A lthough there have been a lot of innovations in the field of system integration, 
payload design, adoption of off-the-shelf com ponents and launching technology 
which have enabled small satellite systems to  become a commercial reality, it 
is an increasing need for developing sophisticated software on these satellites to 
achieve greater autonomy and access. The fundam ental difference in operability 
and operation analysis between these commercial systems and trad itional gov­
ernm ental and m ilitary systems is the former favours low-cost solutions. It is the 
above requirements in low-cost systems providing commercial service th a t have 
inspired th is research work and we believe the  contents detailed in this thesis 
will help im plement higher-level operability and contribute to  service operation 
analysis for such systems.
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10.1 Research Innovation
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10.1.1 Fast orbit prediction of imaging opportunity
A new m ethod for LEO nadir tracking is proposed. This so called FPSCA  (Fast 
P rediction of Satellite Closest Approach) m ethod is inspired by two theories: 
controlling equation and epicycle formulas. FPSCA  is much faster than  the 
approaches employing ‘hill climbing’ which are widely used in today’s mission 
analysis. I t not only takes account of secular and periodic perturbations but also 
atm ospheric drag effects. We have dem onstrated a tim ing accuracy of 20 msecs 
which exceeds current hardware lim itations. The output of this new m ethod 
is the m axim um  elevation angle tim e and the rise and set times for a specific 
ground target. These param eters play an im portan t role for operation modelling 
of E arth  Observation missions. The m ost significant advantage of FPSCA is its 
low com putational complexity w ithout loss of accuracy, which makes it  suitable 
for use in real tim e autonomous im aging control on a satellite as well as mission 
analysis and operation sim ulation involving very long tim e windows. The soft­
ware is also suitable for Internet applications which require fast reaction times 
and inexpensive personal term inals to  com municate directly with a satellite in re­
m ote locations which have lim ited com putational capacity. A lthough th is m ethod 
is developed m ainly for E arth  Observation missions undertaken by small satel­
lite, it will contribute to  almost all LEO spacecraft where such predictions for 
m axim um  elevation angle, tim e and rise and set tim es with respect to  a specific 
ground ta rge t are required.
10.1.2 Queueing analysis of imaging service
Queueing theory is a stochastic m ethod trad itionally  used to perform traffic and 
efficiency analysis in tele-com munication and other queueing system and we have 
applied it to  the satellite imaging service system  for the first time. Several prim ­
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itive queueing models were considered to  fit the two successive queues of image 
capture and image download. For the image capture queue, we developed a 
methodology for using an M /G /l  model. W hile the service tim e distribution 
can only be com puted numerically from sim ulation, we introduced the use of 
Laguerre polynomials to approxim ate the general service pattern  and therefore 
analytical result for the system steady state  solution were obtained. This ana­
lysis is perfectly general and can be applied to  any M /G / l  system. The result 
of the queueing analysis are expressed analytically w ith expressions containing a 
single numerically determ ined vector representing the  projections of the service 
rate  d istribution in the directions of a  sequence of othorgonal basis functions. 
These basis functions generalise from the exponential d istribution used in the 
fully analytic model of M /M /1 .
For the mission analysis of a satellite providing a m ulti-user imaging service, it 
is more useful to  be able to invert the problem and s ta r t w ith a given capability, on 
response tim e and determ ine w hat lim itations th is imposed upon E arth  coverage, 
we have shown th a t using the  generalisation of the M /M /1  queue using orthogonal 
basis functions, then we can indeed invert th is problem. For a simple case of fixing 
the first two m om ents of the queue distribution of the image capture queue we 
have determ ined for PoSat satellite a d istribution of ground targets th a t can 
be imaged. Queueing theory provides the service ra te  distribution and for a 
given satellite orbit this corresponds to  a given distribution of ground targets 
via simulation. W hile th is distribution of ground targets is not unique, it does 
provide useful insight to  the level of restriction on target distribution th a t can be 
accommodated.
A new queueing model applicable to  the  satellite image capture queue has 
in derived. It is an extension of M /M /1  w ith the service ra te  proportional to 
the number of jobs in the queue. The new model is found to fit our image 
capture queue very well. We have derived analytic expression for the steady state 
probability d istribution for this queue, and hence can derive the distribution of
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queue lengths.
For the image download queue, regarding the characteristic of LEO that ser­
vice suffers regular idle periods when the satellite is not visible from the ground- 
station for data communication, a new transition matrix has been derived to 
handle this special bulk service with individual Poisson arrivals. The key para­
meters such as steady-state solution, mean user waiting time and optimal RAM 
disk allocation for image-downloading buffer have been derived. It is shown that 
the utilisation of queueing theory in some parts of the system can achieve the 
purpose of performance analysis once the system reaches a steady state without 
significant loss of accuracy.
10.2 Future Work
The work presented in this thesis has been a first attempt at applying queueing 
theory into a multi-user access to space system. There are, therefore, many areas 
that require further study in this field, and we present here 3 important aspects 
that follow directly from this work.
1) Adoption of Gl/Gx/1 in the image download queue. Currently we assume 
that the imaging targets are distributed evenly on the Earth surface, and therefore 
the arrival of the image download queue can be modelled by an exponential 
distribution or Poisson process. However, from the simulations presented in this 
thesis, when imaging targets are changed to some localised distribution the input 
for this queue is no longer exponential and therefore general input case (GI) has 
to be considered.
2) Consideration of multiple ground stations for the image download queue. 
Although in our current analysis, only one ground station is taken into account 
for image download, in the real world, there are presently a few of them which can 
increase the data downlink from a satellite. It will be interesting to see whether 
the model proposed in this thesis is still suitable for this case, or some extensions
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have to be made. We anticipate that the block download is adequate as long 
as the coverage by groundstations is poor along the orbit. Once the number of 
groundstations increases to provide significant coverage than a continuous service 
distribution may be more appropriate.
3) Satellite constellation analysis using Queueing theory. Most of the future 
low-cost commercial systems will be in the form of constellations of satellites. 
This will require queueing models with multiple servers. There have been con­
siderable research in the literature about multiple-channel queues, which involve 
very complicated mathematical calculations. What kind of extension will be 
needed for this application is another challenging but interesting topic.
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